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MODERN BARN FOR
THE SMALL FARM
Equipment Now Available Re.
moves Much Irksome Toil.
DIRT NO LONGER TOLERATED
Plan

Stables for Cows and
Can Be Kept Clean
With Little Trouble.

Show

Hone That

A. RADFORD.
By WILLIAM
Mr. William A. Radford will amwir
questions and give advice FREE OF
COST on all subjects pertaining to the
subject of building work on the farm, for
the readers of this paper. On account of
his wide experience as Editor, Author and
Manufacturer, he Is, without doubt, the
highest authority on all these subjects.
Address all Inquiries to William A. Radford, No. 1827 Prairie avenue, Chicago,
III., and only Inclose three-cestamp for
reply.

.

The word "burn" brings to the mind
of everyone who lived on the fnrm
more thnn ten years ago a building
In which the first and last work of the
flay was performed amid a variety of
odors and in partial or total darkness.
But a barn to the modern business
farmer means a clean,
and
Ventilated home for his live stock a
place In which the work of caring for
the animals can be performed with
comparative comfort and In much less
tune than it formerly took.
Barn construction has made greater
progress than building of any other
sort. And a great deal of this progress tins been brought about by the In- d

may be driven through It, and when
larger numbers or cows are- kept a
silo will be added.
In the floor plan that accompanies
the perspective of the barn It will
be noticed that the foul air flues ore
placed In the walls and lead to the
ventilator on the ridge. These flues
follow the walls nnd roof, thus making
the mow space clear of obstructions.
Hanging the barn doors has engaged
the attention of the manufacturers of
barn equipment during the last few
years nnd nowadays they are so hung
that they open ns easily as the door
in a home. An enclosed track, weather and bird proof, Is put over the door
wheels follow It.
and
Care In Planning Necessary.
Competent builders In every community now are familiar with modern
barn construction. They know how
the barn should be built so that the
greatest profit may be made from the
live stock It houses. The prospective
barn builder should exercise as much
cnro In plnnning this building ns he
would In erecting a home, for on the
plan depends whether or not he conducts his live stock business In the
most efficient way.
This Is to be n "Build n Building"
year. The need for farm buildings is
as great ns (lie need for homes. With
wheat nt $2.20 a bushel and other
grains In proportion, none of them will
be wasted. And It is sheer waste to
house the live stock in poorly constructed barns, where they will require
a greater amount of fuel in the shnpe
of feed than they would in a tight
barn, where water Is available. There
Is no place where work can be so
lightened on the farm as in the barn,
In considering the care of live stock,
the silo should be also considered.
d
of the feed value of the corn
is In the stnlk. To allow this feed to
be lost Is another waste that should
g
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Floor Plan of Small Barn.
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'round me.

Its gladness, its love and its peace
have all found me;
To the ones whom I grieved for my
arms are now nearer
They were far and apart, now they're
nearer and dearer!
And each Easter that comes brings
me near to the going
I will find them and love them. I
know they are knowing!
I count up the Easters until I have

found them,
With my lips on their hair and my
arms tight around them.
Judd Mortimer Lewis.

P

1?
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vestigutions made at the state experiment stations nnd the agricultural colleges. These Investigations have proven that a cow or a horse, or even a
hog, must have a clean,
place in which fresh air can circulate
freely in order to be healthy and In
consequence ns productive as possible.
As a result, the barns that nre now
erected are planned so that these features are Included.
Lack of water
meant less milk, so running water is
now carried to each stall ; n cold barn
had the additional effect of requiring
a greater amount of feed, in order that
the animal might be kept warm; lack
of sunshine meant that the barn was
a breeding place for all sorts of dls- -

tree-boug-

almost feel their loving, I almost
hear their singing.
And so all the gladness of Easter Is
I

ERHAI'S becuuse the power of
rising from death is in man
so integral a part of his nature
lie uses It familiarly without
surprise, never quite realizing Its
From his dully deaths of trouble and struggle, from the death of
goals he cannot reach, the deaths of
gladness and love, of hopes that die
with each sunset, he Is reclaimed a
thousand times. He cannot really die,
for all the seeming deaths that dally
attend him. They fall Into the ground
and die. He rises, raised by the power
of life in him, and new hopes, new
works he brings forth.
To set this
to eternal
things is hard for hitn, being within a
material world of his own creation.
Ho has lost the Intensity of desire for
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twinging.
The birds have come back to their
homes and are singing,
The blossoms I missed have com
back to the meadow,
Every last cloud has gone, and gone
with it its shadow!
And each grief that was crowding
about me and shoving
Is gone; for my loves shall come back
to my loving.
It is Easter; the lilies of Easter are
swaying I
And the babies, their tresses all windblown, are playing!
And their wee fingers fashion me garlands of clover--It
is Easter I grieved but my gnev-in- g
is overt
For the ones whom I loved, and who
left me back yonder,
Have grown nearer with Easter,
grown nearer and fonder;
And when the breeze touches the

'Except the Grain Fall in the
Earth and Die, It Cannot
Bring Forth Fruit."

r uh
FEEDING

It la Easter, the gladness of Easter it
'round mel
It is Easter, the sweetness of Easter For
Many Centuries Palm Sunday
has found mel
The newly leaved bought of the trees
Been Day of Peculiar
Has
are low

LIFE AFTER DEATH

j

.

I

una.Au.pr

EASTER

-

be eliminated. The silo provides the
live stock with fresh nourishing food
throughout the several months they
nre In the barn nnd goes n long, way
toward solving the problem of feed.
Erecting such a barn as tins been
here described Is good business for the
farmer. It will save him labor, and
labor Is costly. It will gtve him Increased profits In both money and satisfaction.
Quite Happy.
Through the wild ways of her
husband, a hardworking
charwoman hud to remove to a little
cottage, where there was
scarcely space to sneeze without shnk- d

Significance.

P

d

Ing the ornaments

from the

mantle-piece-

.

"It's hard lines for you to be brought
down like this, after what you've been
accustomed to," said a sympathetic
neighbor. "I don't doubt you feel very
miserable, Mrs. Jones."
"No, I don't," the charwoman stoutly
denied. "I'm happier here by a long
way than I used to be in the old place.
For one thing, when my husband comes
home In a brute of a temper, he cun't
throw me down the cellar steps, as he
used to do, 'cos there ain't none now."
Pearson's Weekly.

kneeling, to be sown anew In each
henrt, to give fostering cure, to brood
over and bless the soli of the henrt
while waiting, to tell over und over
nguin at every time the questioning
henrt is lifted up to It thnt what the
mystery of life can do for the lesser
grain It Is hound to do by an ever
truer measure of the same law for the
spiritual growth.
Teaches Great Truth.
One can turn better, after that realization, to the full springtide and feel
even gladder than nature, knowing
the touch of the etemnl flower within.
Wandering amid the old myths, filled
with their beauty and their deathless
attachment to life, one feels always
under the shadow of ended things,
upon the verge where all reality has
The lasting
gone down in darkness.
and perfect poetry of these myths lingers like gorgeous unsuuken sunsets.
As the lntest comer among them many
may class the great Christian story of
the resurrection. It Is Indeed a great
myth, a superlative myth in the real
meaning of the word as a narrative
founded on a remote event. But the
singular, lone truth It sympolizes like
a direct shuft of light sepnrates It
from the darkness of the old myths
forever.
They taught the underworld, where
the shades moved In a half life or pale
regret conscious of lost Joy, without
hope. A mournful Idea of Immortality
that satisfied no heart and from which
the great thinkers of that age reached
out In vuln for light.
That light appears In the great simple law. "Except the grain full In the
earth and die it cuunot bring forth
fruit."

The Dyspeptic Ostrich.
Long ago the phenomenal power of
the ostrich was Immortalized In the
Idiom of all the world's great languages. To1 have the "stomach of an
ostrich" Is the synonym for Incomparable digestive power. As a matter
of fact, however, the ostrich, if not
a confirmed dyspeptic, has a
digestion, and the successful
feeding of ostriches In captivity re
quires constant care.
most-delicat-

CALL

THESE EGGS

two things which kept thut early group
humbly apart und fed it with pro- Record Freaks Devised for Those Who
found wisdom the desire of eternal
Were Careless About the
love and a simple, uncompromising
Expenditure.
will to see the truth.

THIEF

Bold

Man in Chicago
Church.

Hold-U- p

PULLS

GUN

A

Man Leaps on Him From Behind and Priest Joins in Struggle
Police Get the Battered Robber.

Young

Chicago. Fnlher P. J. Mnlloy, assistant pastor of St. Thoinus of Canterbury's Roman Catholic church, sat
In his study In the rectory
adjoining
the church at Lawrence and Kenmore
avenues eurly one morning.
An automobile stopped
without.
The rectory doorbell rung.
The
priest wus not surprised at the motor.
St. Thomas of Canterbury's Is one of
the wealthiest Catholic parishes In
the stnte. But the early hour of the
visit was odd.
Strange Visitor Enters.
A man dressed In Mushy clothing entered.
Ills left eye wns gluss. The right
one was furtive.
"Wbnt can I do for you?" nsked Father Mulloy.
"Money !" suld the visitor.
"Why do you come at this early
hour?" asked the priest.
"Beggars
do not usually come In automobiles.
You do not seem to need money."
"I'm not a beggar," said the visitor.
"I want money. You've got money.
This is a rich church, und I know
you've got plenty of money."
Priest Faces Revolver.
"I don't like the way you ask for
It," replied the priest.
The visitor drew a revolver.
"Maybe you'll like this way bet
ter," he said, leveling the weupon nt
Father Mutiny's breast.
"Come through !" the rolib.-snarled.
But somebody else ciinie through
came through the portieres from the
library adjoining the study in the
rectory.
It was Francis Gorman, a student
at Loyola university, uephew of Fa- r

AUTOMOBILE FENDER

HAS BEEN INVENTED

'Come Through!" the Robber Snarled.
ther Francis O'Brien, who Is pastor
und ciiapluln at the
county Jail.
Young Gormnn was not unacquaint
ed with criminals.
He bus seen them
In the denth cell, when his uncle was
administering the death soluce to the
condemned.
Gorman leaped at the man with the
There wns a struggle in wnicn
gun.
Father Mulloy joined.
The police found a much battered
"Blackle
and regretful
Jackson,
alius "Truffles" Juekson. He wus
minus a gun, which he hail not been
able to Are.
of the church

BRIDE

LEAVES

HUSBAND,

86

Rungle Alleges Wife Intended
to Mulct Him of Huge Sum.

Samuel

life-pow-

one-tim-

flower-beaut-

y

one-hal-

well-know-

paschal candle, whose light typifies the
return to life of the Son of Light This
tradition has Its roots far back in
Hrly Saturday, Preceding Easter Morn, the
spring festivals of the ancient
Observed In Europe With
paeans In honor of the return of light
Traditional Honors.
and warmth to the earth with the
sun. In the paschal candle are
Holy Saturday being the day before spring
Imbedded five grains of Incense, comivastw. Is spent throughout Europe In
memorating the wounds of Christ
preparation for the morrow's festival.
new fire Is struck from flint
At
Weight of the Lie.
On- ill the fires of the city were r
A lie has always a certain amount
from this. Now, the ceremo--iit-'be church consist of the bless-t- t of weight with those who wish to
cr Are and water, and of the believe It E. W. Klce.
DAY

OF

CEREMONIES

Sergeant Earl Eby, Having Made HI
Entry Into Germany, and Realized
His Vow of "Berlin or Bust," Has Turned His Slogan Around and Is on
His Way Home.
Those who have kept Informed on commenced work In Washington on
(lie grent problems confronting the Aug. 1. By Oct. 1, 1917, all details
United States army In the pursuit of nnd designs were completed, and ten
war realize that the question of trans- days later one sample war truck each
portation Is one of the most dif- of class A and B were ready for testficult ones. It wns only six years ago ing. One truck was driven overland
that the quartermaster department rec- to Washington nnd the other hud to
ognized the Importance of motor truck cross the Allegheny mountains. On
transportation, und when the campaign Oct. 19 the trucks, ufter successful
against Mexico wns opened in 1910 the trips, were presented to Secretury
desirnbillty of limiting the number of Baker nnd driven to the White House,
where they were examined by Presidesigns became evident.
The United States army bought Its dent Wilson.
Big Orders Are Placed.
first one and
truck us lute
The general staff and Secretary
as 1013, and by 1010 It had accumu
lated experience with but a limited Baker nt once authorized the producnumber. In that year Col. C. B. Baker, tion of 10.000 class It trucks, and to
then chief of transportation in the execute this grent tusk the military
office of the quartermaster general, in truck production section of the transvited the Society of Automotive En- portation division of the quartermasto ter's corps was organized, composed
gineers to send representatives
Washington to confer with army off- of civilians only. The work was distruck
nmiing seventeen
icers and representatives of about fifty tributed
In the pre builders, each to make 500 to 1,000
truck builders, to
The first five trucks were
paring of specifications for standard trucks.
one nnd
and three- - uvailable January 10, 1918. By April,
ton trucks. This conference was held 1918, production wus- proceeding so
May 8, 1910, nnd the specifications satisfactorily thnt the general staff
were Issued In June, 1910. On these authorized the purchnse of 8,000 more
plans trucks were hurriedly purchased trucks, and In August, 1918, an addifor use against Francisco Vlllu. This tional 2.r,000 were authorized, but
gave the army the first good chance the armistice was signed before the
to test the usefulness of motor trans- lust order was fur advanced.
Class B Trucks Lead.
portation under trying conditions as
It has, however, been clearly demthey existed on the Mexican border.
onstrated thnt the class B trucks are
Designed Standard Truck.
not equaled In performance by any
Shortly nftcr declaration of war on other type of truck used overseas.
Germany Col. Buker's stuff entertained The experience acquired by the autohopes of having a completely stand- motive engineers will be immediately
ardized military truck.
They pro available in their peoce-timoccuceeded to have new drawings und pations, nnd the motor transport
the
all
ftpej'lfications made, Including
corps acknowledge thnt the successsuggestions and experiences recorded ful solution of the motor trucjj probto that (late. A number of members lems Is In n large measure due to the
of the S. A. E. were nsked to assist In
of the Society of Autothe design of the new truck nnd they motive Engineers.
e

Danbury, Conn. In sensationnl style
has Samuel II. Bungle, wealthy retired
banker, responded to his young wife'?
He feels so strong a
use of artificial eggs made of action for divorce nnd claim for damThe
within him now that he Is impelled
glass, etc., is of modages for $500,000.
to create his own lesser truth, wonder- sugnr, chocolate,
Mr. Rungle. who is 80. says thnt his
In all large cities of Chrisern
origin.
ing then at his dlssatir faction.
rival
stores
tendom the confectioners'
bride, Mrs. Gtadys Austin Brown RunSincere In Rejoicing.
one another in their efforts to turn out gle, who Is 30, had been married and
It Is not so much belief as percep- the daintiest and most attractive divorced when she consented to wed
tion that he lacks a looking in the Easter eggs. Sometimes they are of him. He also asks a divorce, alleg
wrong direction with eyes dulled by mammoth size nnd great cost. A few ing that Mrs. Rungle left him on their
dwelling on material objects. When years ago an English lord had manu- wedding day and returned to New
York, where she kept a rendezvous
the brightest day conies for celebrating factured by a famous confectioner
e
husband.
the Risen Spirit, he goes to the a gigantic egg that was intended for with her
milladened churches, rejoicing In the his lady love, the dnugliter of a
Sir. Rungle alleges love was an abthat surges into bloom lionaire In South Africa. This Enster sent factor when Mrs. Rungle consentfor the feast and in the mussed choral gift was not less than three yards high ed to become his bride. He says her
f
yards In diam purpose was to Inveigle htm Into marsinging of anthems. Surely he is sin- fcnd one and
cere; thus loving, thus praising, thus eter, so that a person sitting on a chair riage, soon after the marriage to abanentering Into the service which the could easily have space In the Inside. don him and by bringing a pretended
priests and people hold? With less The monster was filled with no less action for divorce to procure from htm
keenness of sight, however, for the than 1,000 pounds of candy. An egg a large sura of money.
pure spiritual proving of the truth Intended for the Infanta of Spain was
than those few were blest with who manufactured ot Paris at a cost of
Stole Loot Recovered by Police.
long ago, at the earliest Easter, after 20,000 francs ($4,500). This costly
Chicago.
Burglars recently entered
white
of
enamel,
made
was
sorrow
saw
and
the real Easter egg
long
waiting,
a store here and stole merchandise valthe
pasInside
In
engraved
the
resurrection, yet perceived the greater had
ued at $1,000. The next day the police
sages of the Bible referring to Easter, recovered the loot and returned It to
spiritual one through It.
me
a
of
means
complicated
But he knows It is in the churches and bv
the store. On the following night the
that he will find the mystery of the chanical contrivance a bird was made burglars returned and restole the same
twelve
airs
and
alIt
of
new flower that is to rise. It Is
sing
to fly out
merchandise which the police had ren
operas.
ways there, to be realized at each from
covered but a few hours before.

Burmese Novels.
Although the production of books
of all kinds fell off In recent years,
there was one Interesting feature noticed In the Increasing number of Burmese novels In the vernacular modeled
after the pattern of English novels
snd dealing with modern Burmese life.
They are written In language more
closely akin to colloquial Burmese than
to the stilted and
literary
diction generally used, and those who
are considered judges sny that, though
a satisfactory literary medium has not
yet been evolved, the most recent productions show that a decided Improvement has been made on earlier attempts.
MADE
high-flow- n

Student and Pastor Rout
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HARD TO

ease germs, sunshine being nature's
greatest germicide. Shown these facts
the modern business farmer at once
decided that sick animals were bad Investments, so he accepted the modern
way of housing his animals.
Good Barn for Average Farm.
On the" average farm, however, not
such a great number of live stock are
kept ns to require a large barn. The
building shown in the accompanying
Illustration Is designed to house four
horses and seven cows and to provide
storage space for their winter's supply
barn
of feed. This gambrel-roofewill meet the requirements of a ma
The floor plan
jority of farmers.
hows how the, stalls are placed In the
two compartments, It now being re
quired In many states that
cows be separated by a cloved
wall from the horse barn, as the ammonia fumes In the latter contaminate
the milk.
The animals all face In, allowing the
unshine from the windows to strike
the litter alley and gutter, and to keep
the bright light out of the eyes of the
cows and horses. It was observed by
Indents of live stock that both cows
and horses In the pasture always turn
their backs to the sun. So this has
become an accepted practice In barn
planning.
Through the center of the barn runs
the feed alley, the mangers being on
either side. Contrast this with the old
ay stem of having to carry feed around
the horse or cow to the manger built
against the wait On either side of
the barn Is a litter alley, usually provided with a carrier running on an
overhead track. While this barn Is
only 30 by 40 feet the same plan can
be used on a larger barn, with the exception that the feed alley will be
ude wide enough so that a wagon

Is

OVERSEAS EQUALED
PERFORMANCE OF THAT MADE FOR ARMY

RECTORYJANDIT

na mi

SUNDAY
the
usually given to the sixth and
last Sunday in Lent and the
beginning of holy week, after
the custom of blessing brunches of
the palm tree or of other trees Ntibstl
tuted in those countries In which the
palm cannot be procured, and of carry
ing the blessed brunches In proces
sion, in commemoration of Cbrlst'i
triumphal entry into Jetiusiileni.
Tubus nnd branches of the palm
were used in this historic entry because the palm was then regarded ns
nn emblem of victory and the currying
nnd waving of lis branches was em
bleinntlc of success and in honor of
royally.
The date of the first observance of
Palm Sunday is uncertain. In the
Greek church It wns apparently
ns curly us the fourth century,
In the middle nges the palm, worn
as a decoration, denoted that the person so adorned hud made the
to the Holy Lund.
In some countries people mnde use
of figures of Christ seated on an ass,
carved out of wood, which were car
rled in religious processions and even
brought into the church. In other
countries It was the custom to strew
flowers und green boughs In church
yards.
The palms used in the procession of
the day are taken home by the faith
fill and used ns a sacramental.
They
are preserved In prominent places In
the houses, burns or even in the fields,
and thrown Into the fire during storms.
From the blessed palms nre procured
the ashes for use on Ash Wednesduy.
Where pnlms cannot be secured
brunches of olive, box elder, spruce or
other trees are used. In Rome olive
branches are distributed to the people, while the clergy enrry pnlms frequently dried and twisted into various
shapes. In parts of Bavaria large
swamp willows, with their catkins,
and ornamented with flowers and ribbons, were used,
Becuuse every great feast at this
time wus In some way a remembrance
of the resurrection of Christ and was
In consequence colled Paschn, the
Spanish term pascua florldu had Its
origin. Thus It was that in 1512 the
state of Florida, which was settled by
the Spaniards, Indirectly received its
name.
ALM

NO OTHER TRUCK USED

PRIEST BATTLE

He Died Quietly.
Kurantro Sakamoto
Los Angeles
was weary of living, but feared he
would cry for help If he tried suicide.
First he cut out his tongue and amputated his nose and then cut his
throat He died quietly.

CARE FOR STORAGE

BATTERY

Because of Comparatively Brief Life
It Should Be Given Good Treatment by Owners.

Frank Koubek, a member of the mer
chandising stuff of a Cleveland manu
facturing concern, has been grunted
letters patent on a new type of au
tomobile fender or bumper. One of
Its principal features Is the rubber
sleeve which slips on over the trans- -

After a Rtornge battery is fifteen
months old the denier considers it
worthless. The fact thnt the battery
has such a comparatively brief life at
best, should lead owners to give it
careful treatment, so as to get maximum service from it. Adding distilled
water to the cells to bring the fluid
up to the proper level, should be dona
once a week in summer and twice a
But this is not
month in winter.
enough; the gravity of the solution
may not be correct.
A
syringe test Is the only
sure method of determining the condl-tol- n
of the battery, and if the cells
show below 1,200 each, they require
Once every two months
recharging.
the battery should be taken to th9
service station for charging, espeNew Type of Bumper.
cially if the user la a doctor or one
verse bumper bar nnd which takes tip similarly occupied, whose car Is startthe first shock growing out of a col- ed and stopped many times each day.
lision.
Bars of spring steel, placed Internl-ly- , LOOSE FLYWHEEL SYMPTOMS
fit into longitudinal rods, and these
in turn arc movnhle longitudinally Trouble May Be Determined by Sudwithin a short limit In sockets. Andenly Speeding Up Engine and
other fenture of the patent is that the
Closing Throttle.
longitudinal bars Impinge against rubber buffers enclosed within the sockWhen there Is a suspicion that the
ets.
flywheel Is loose the way to determine
The transverse bar Is bow shaped It Is to speed up the engine suddenly
and all shock Is distributed first and then quickly close the throttle; If
through the rubber sleeve, then the tills procedure produces a knock from
transverse bar to the lateral burs, the vicinity of the flywheel Just at the
through the longitudinal rods to the Instant the throttle Is closed It Is pretbuffers within the sockets.
ty certnln that a loose flywheel Is caus
ing the trouble.
TIME TO ADJUST CARBURETOR
CAUSE OF A SHORT CIRCUIT
er

Always Best to Make Adjustments
to Motor After It Is Thoroughly
Warmed Through.
A great many car owners make the
mistake of adjusting the carburetor
when the engine is cold. It Is always
best to make adjustments to the motor after it has been run long enough
to get thoroughly warmed through,
and this applies equally to the valve
tappets, etc

Rubbing of Cables on Sharp Edges
of Battery Box Soon Wears
Through Insulation.
Electric cables that rub on sharp
edges of the battery box or other
places will soon wear through the Insulation from vibration of the car and
a short circuit will occur that may be
hnrd to find. Such parts of the wire
should be protected with adhesive
tape and should also be frequently Inspected.

For Your Motor.
It has been found that a mixture of
Speedometer Drive.
25 per cent each of gasoline and
The average owner never gives the
with 50 per cent of alcohol works slightest heed to the speedometer
very satisfactorily as a fuel for ve- drive, and yet this part needs peben-r.o- ln

hicle motors.

To Get at Bolts.
In some Instances a nut Is so placed
that It Is extremely difficult to reach
with a wrench. Often this may be obviated by reversing the bolt whereby
the not Is brought within easy reach.

riodic inspection and lubrication.
Safety Lock for Robes.

A safety lock for automobile robes,

coats and parcels is a nickel-plates
of an inch
steel clamp,
by 24 inches when closed. The lock to
opened by a combination.
d

three-fourth-

Careful With Chains.
Cleaning Spark Plugs.
Tire chains improtierly or carelessly
The spark plugs in some motors reDrops 30 Feet; Unhurt.
Clara Bnhr, aged applied cause considerable Injury to quire frequent cleaning; In others selPhiladelphia
dom.
four, believed she was an airplane and the treads of tin's.
window.
leaped from the third-stor- y
Harmony in Color.
Keep Clutch In.
Her drop of thirty feet found her uninThere Is a color best suited to every
Do not disengage the clutch when
jured and she hid to escape the wrath car.
braking; the car on slippery streets.
of her mother.

t

hlf h potitiont, and at much money
at others. And instead of making
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US OUT OF PEACE

"lie kept us out of war," was the
phrase under which the President's
elect'on mas urged by his partisans
"He kept us out of peace" may he
the opprobrious verdict under which
that second term will pass into

is no longer possmie to ucny
it is because of his obstinacy
we are not now at peace with
W. Germany under a treaty satisfactory
and to the Allies and justice That test-

it
that
that

DEMOCRATS

Washington, April 15. Joseph
Pailiy, former representative
comes from many sources and
senator from Texas, and once leader imony
is writ large and unmistakable in the
of the Democratic party in the House
of Representatives, has excorir.ted records of the Peace Congress. It
French and British and
the present administration with- - a conies from
forctftilmrss which has caused con- llalan sources as well as from
From
American.
the very beginning
sternation amonff his old colleagues. of that
congress the President's at"For more than a century," he tention has
been
given almost
says, "the Democratic party has opto other things than the peace
posed the creation of useless offices,
hut in the last six years Democratic treaty, and so far as it has been in
his
to effect it and it has
Congresses have created more offices heen power
very largely in h:s power the
than were ever created in the same
UiiKth of time since the government attention of the congress itself ha
was organized.
For more than a heen thus diverted from its most
and most important business.
century the Democratic party preach- - urgent
ri ani practjced economy in all pub Preached League of Nations Not

Mex-

ico, under the Act of March 3, 1879.

Subscription

ASSAILS

KEEPING

par year

exclu-i'vel-

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, APRIL 18, 1919
culture ha a stability that is not
found in the newer countries where
sugar beets have not been introduced.
The fact that the farmer has a
sure market for bis crop at a price
known in advance, enables him to
judge more accurately the value of
the land. Experience shows the approximate yield of beets he may expect and cost of production.
The raiting of sugar beets is not
consistent with poor farming.

mm?

lie

expenditures

our

but, despising

y

MAO IMPROVEMENT!
with Germany; and a Republican,
STATE OF NEW MEXICO.
from nuking public his plan, based
in
command
Sealed proposals will be received st the
upon actual experience
at the front, for the reorganization of office of the New Mexico Stale Highwtj
Capital Building, Seats Fe,
the service after the treaty of peace Commission,
New Mexico, until 2:00 P. M., April 24.
has been actually signed.
1919, (or the construction of four read proGeneral Pershing's report, made to jects as) follows:
Aid Project No. I Sec. A. Colfn
the Secretary of War, lies securely Federal
County.
tucked away in a War Department Length 9.71 miles from Colorado Stair
Line to Raton.
pigeon hole. Meanwhile March and Apprnxlmste Main Quantltleai
31.178
Cu. Yds. Earth Exes vat io. '
Baker are hurrying through the deS794 Cu. Yds. Loose Rock Excavation.
tails of a plan prepared far away
8612 Co. Yds. Rock Excsvation.
from the front in Washington Ly
10241
Yds. One Course Crushed Sur
face,
those not directly in the fight. This
331 Cu. Yds. Concrete.
scheme gives concentrated powers to
Aid Project No. 3 Santa Fe Counthe chief of staff. Proposed to Federal
ty. Length 9 miles. From Santa Fe to
members of the militry affairs comPankey'a Gate.
mittees of the House and Senate, it Approximate Main Quentitiest
4067
Cu. Yds, Esrth Excavation.
resulted in a snub for General March
800 Cu. Yds. Loose Rock Excavation.
Hence one of the first military acts
2406 Co, Yds. Rock Excavation.
9486 Cu. Yds. One Course Gravel Sur
of the new Republican Congress will
facing.
be to demand of the War Depart646 Cu. Yds. Concrete.
ment that it turn over the Pershing
2724 Lin. ft. Wooden Piling.
document so that a policy may be
104 M. Ft. B. M. Wooden Struclures.
Federal Aid Project No. 8, Chaves County
developed based upon facts gained
from the war's battles and
Length 7 milea.
Beginning 16.7 miles
east ol Roswell

C

and ending
Chaves County line.

at

Approxlmsts Msia Quantities!
Cs. Yds. Esrth Excnvattssi.
tatt
34J91 Cu. Yds. Selected Earth Fovnestioa,
10222 Cu. Yds. One coeras crushed stsa

suiueinf.

Federal Aid Project No. 11 Chaves Conn
tr. Lcngh 16.7 miles. Beginning at
Roswell and running east 167 milea.
Approximate Main Quantities
4430 Cu. Yds. Eartn Excavation.
20930 Cu. Yds. Two Course Gravel Surfacing,
Cu.
lbs.

Yds. Concrete.
Reinforcing Barn,
Forms for propossts, in struct Ion to bidders, plana and snecitiestiosis may be
for project
at the office of
Dittrict Engineer, Raton, N. M.) for proand 12 at the office of District
taffineer, Roswell, N. M.i for any or all
project a st the office of Stats Highway
Engineer, Santa Fe, N. M., or may be procured at the office of tha State Highway
Santa Fe, N, M upon the
Commission,
deposit of ten dollsrt for each project desired, which deposit will be refunded wheal
the plans and apecifications are returned
in good order.
The State Highway Commission reserves
the right to reject any and all proposala.
L. A. GILLETT.
Stste Higbwny Engineer.
Santa Fe, N. Vt., Msrch 27,
t
East Firat Publication March 28, HNl
Laat Publication April li, 1919.
04
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Peace.

traditions and teachings, a Demo
Indeed, that was true before the
cratic Conciress, even before we
congress met. In that extraordinary
had
in tht European
war,
campaign of
spent more money than anv Congress which had ever assembled in
Our
the history of the republic.
fathers were wise enough to know
tha( extravagance breeds corruption,
that an extravagant government tan
no more escape becoming a corrupt
government than a spendthrift can
escape becoming a bankrupt, and our
children will learn this truth in but
ter experience.

band-leadin- g

speech-makin-

and
which the
President conducted in various European countries just before the ascommunities
In all the farming
sembling of the congress, he had
work it more pressing in the summer
little or nothing to say about the
than during the winter. In order to
ABSOLUTELY DISGUSTING
Treaty of Peace. The burden of his
have sufficient help to care for crops
harangues was the League of Na
durinff the buiv season there is an
tions. The otherwise uninformed lisOne of the molt insidious forms of excei at other times. This means
d
tener or reader might well have
propaganda for the league of nations (),, ordinarily some of the hands
that the formation of such a
hat cmi to light in Washington, Hr jJle n(J that winter wages are
League was the President's prime
This condition is particularly
Crippled soldiers in uniform havo ap- - jIJW
ohiect in visiting Kurope and the
peared on the streets of the Nation- - naticeabls in this state,
A SUDDEN CHANGE
iirimc ohiect of the congress which
nl Capital selling stickers boottinj
f there is a sugar factory in tha
is to mept in P.tis, and the making
the leupue. The stickers are a litll-- . conimunitv. it uses a ereat number
"Some marriages turn out badly," of (peace with (icrmanv vv.is merclv
largo than ordinary postage stamps, of men during the winter nd the
nn
incidental and negligible detail
and tell in sheets i:f 100, fur a dollar. congestion is relieved, Those who the late Mrs. Russell Sag once rc
?o it rjim-- to pass t'lat so long as
They arc printed in yellow, and hear would otherwise be idl are given niart cd, 'because after the ceremony
the
President remained in Paris we
the
follow
of
with
a figure
victory
employment and the entire winter the husband swches too qukkly
ir.g inscription: "Ar.d may the league wage scale for the community is ad- from the romantic to the practical. lieprd li'tle about the pence treaty,
was not until he started on his
"1 know a young wife who said, l
of nations prove a harrier to war and vanced.
for the world a lasting peace."
beet raiting callt for in pathetically, an even ng or two after flvincr visit to the rountrv which he!
rrurr
Sugar
sl.oiiM never have L ft thit the con-- 1
At the bottom of the slam-- j appear tensive farming and promotes
the return from the honeymoon:
'"You used to love to hold my er ss got realtv at wirk on the neacei
the words, "In support of the league dense population. Tint makes possible
t.f nations.
treaty We arc told that while he!
better educational facilities and more hand, (.jcorge.1
"I he
wounded soldiers telling the desirable social opportunities, there-- !
"'I hive to now,' George answered was away, more was done on it than!
o
iin:iU-this
had
hern done in all the time he- stickers explain thut they ate
by reducing to a minimum some of calmly, without looking up from
ivt from tiie W;.r Department the chief disadvantages of farm life. newspaper, 'but it would keep you fore, mi thM upon his return the pre- from your housework, dear.'"
liminary draft wis practically com-- ;
money that is due them and nr.
nli ted for his inspection and apPUNISH THE HUNS!
compelled to sell the itumpi at a
means of livelihood. It is said that
proval.
Fastening responsibility for the
the stamps are printed by the League
Deliberately Vetoed Peace Without!
MICKIE SAY- Sto Enforce Peace and (liven to the war upon the Kaiser is the worst
League.
k:nd
of
and
sophistry, camouflage,
soldiers, who are permitted to keep
Then something happened. It does
fc VCO'VE FOUND ft
The Kaiser could not
ll th
hypocrisy.
money that thry collect.
not appear that he greatly objected
0
What do the peon!,, of llw conn have started the war without the
.IX, LOST VOUft PE-to the terms of the treaty. Put he
of the German
VSJAIn.1"
TO 8UV t
try think of a V:ir D')t),'irlrni rit that Wttlini
BULLDOCj.
did immediately insist that his LeawithholJs money from its srld'ert people. He could not have financed
ueea-rBONO Oft NNfVWi
thi? war without the willing help of
gue of Nations scheme should be
and compel them to engage in
10 EU- - THE F AfMCV FIW- taken up again and interwoven with
He could not
for ncheme;, of their comma- German financiers.
the peace treaty as he had threaten
nder-in-chief
to support thein'e'-veii- havu committed a dozen of the ated that it should be, so that it would
It is !)."c! e:iour;h that the uni- rocities, however willing he might
he impossible for the United States
of
been.
The crucifixion
form of the United States, end have
The
Senate to separate them, but would
wounds received in the service of the children, the merciless slaughter of
he necessary for that body to accept
coun'rv shoi'M nc iiK"d o excite the old men, the ravishing of helpless
or reject them both together. The
nf the piib.ir for the
women, thft driving of while citiet
symps-ithicstatesmen of France and Great Britdemolition
ai
or nations, but to torce the wearer? Into slHvery, th
ain objected to that, both on the
tnthetlvnls
and art treaties alt
of tho?o uniforms and the
principle that it would be illogical
fruin tli one wotinus to choose be the?1 were the nets of the German
and incongruous and on the practwen poverty nnd engaging in pro. people, undertaken with unbounded
tical ground that it would certainly
pntfnndn for the league is a dmn.hE joy. President Wilson effort to ex
cause delay and might perhaps repeople from
outrage that the people of the coun- ctiae thi Gfirinnn
i
sult in the rejection of both meas- not on!y d.avreditnfcll
try will not he long in denouncing
tires. Put the President was as stubto himself hut i a reflection upon
born and as wilful as he once de- -'
the intelligence find the sense ol
SUGAR BEET PRODUCTION
scribed a little group of senators to
justice of the American people.
be, and was insistent, under the proThe Rrowth of the tuar beet intecting shield of a censorship which
dustry will mean over $110 000,000 to There arc many men in the world
the truth from beng
prevented
western farmers this year. With today, who desire wealth and power,
known, in declaring that there would
proper encouragement and develop-men- t hut are unwilling to pay a just price
be
no delay and no rejection, since
of this industry this amount to obtain the desire of their hearts.
the overwhelming majority of the
could he doubled and trebled in a The are unwilling to toil lone years
American
hort time, and New Mexico should, as their forefathers did to secure a
people was behind him and
be preparing to climb onto the band competence.
only a few "pigmy minded" senators
Instead, they are
like Messrs. Lodge and Knox and
ing some crooked or dishonest road
Porah and Brandegee and Cummins
Those who hare made a careful to wealth, whereby they may achieve
and Chamberlain opposed him.
tudy of the subject are agreed (hat riches and fame in a day. There are
Rut the result of this action of
the introduction of sugar beets into also many women, who have become
the President's was more delay at
of a region results discontented with their lot, and want
the
Paris. The minor and neutral Powin good in many ways. In the Europ-- larger houses, more servants, better
ers very rightly protested aga'nst
ean countries where beet raining has automobiles, and finer dresses. They
seen its greatest development, agri- think that their husbands should have
being ignored in the formation of
the League, and everything had to
be halted until they could be heard
from. Then the delegates to thej
52ii
congress laid the peace treaty on the
shelf and set to work trying to transn
const'itu- mogrify the
tion into a form that would be ac- ceptable'to the Senate, or to enough
senators to let its ratification squeeze
through, and yet that would save
the President's face and not as. he
himself insisted cause him to lose
any tricks in the partisan political
game which he was playing at Wash
ington.
"No League, No Peace" Attitude of
Wilson.
So the work of
g
drags, with the President himself
applying the brakes with h's sullen
and stodgy insistence, " No League,
no Peace 1"
France, glorious France, the savior
of humanity, is suffering fiscal pros
tration and is restrained from the
T F n 1Ii(m;s;iti1 pound stfor ton'i.i lie- - used for nothing
supreme work of res:orat:on of her
but its ton,
its
.so!.!
;A
iiic;i1.
regular pricos,
ravished provinces, because peace
parl.,
wiiiil'i not bring what (liu steer cist. If its tlin-i- ' hunnas not yet been made.
Great Britain is suffering an eco
dred and fifty pounds of inedible parts were thrown
nomic and industrial cr'sis of inde
eithv.r
would
have
to
lake
away,
Inner prices
producers
scribahle gravity, because peace has
for animals o tousumnrs would hart to pay more for
not yet been made.
Germany is suffering civil war and
food.
danger of general anarchy, because
ilence, AriifOiir and Compeace has not yet been made; while
davnr to ui!iui!ding many
Bolshevism has taken charge in
pany munt runt a way to ub8
kiudk of market
and Rell every (umue of all liveHungary and insolently challenges
To prvduvf funds economical.
stock.
the
Entente goverments.
ly, we not only have, to tic in
Even our own affairs are topsymany Unci tif business, bvt we
t)ne of th
fundamental
turvy and demoralized, because peace
mvst also be lurpr. factors in
bencllts of big biiMinesa ts that
has not yet been made. And clear
each of thtx: many lines. For
It huv the repounex to make
as the writing on the wall, traced by
upon our ability to profitably
eleotifle loveHtigaiious in
a hand of flame, stands out the fact
demarket tbe
new prod nets and the
that peace has not yet been made bepends our ability to buy and
organization to ll them when
cause the President would not persell foods at our present small
they have been developed.
mit it.
margin of proflt.
He stood in the way with someThere la more Imposed upon
But
reelse which he insisted should
packer
06 than merely the marketing
thing
late to more than food. They
be tjpne first. The nations longed
of meat. The beef animal reaffect the everyday life of all.
for peace, cried out for it; but he
ferred to above affords an
and
They give employment
denied it to them "No League, no
36
of our efforts In
to
wages
many additional
Peace," he said. The prerequisite of
and
selling
manufacturing
of workers, and tbey are
have to do with parti that are
having peace was that thev should
In
used
business
every
and
denationalize themselves. Now it is
not food at all. Multiply this
craft, and relate to every Inone steer by millions
at last intimated, presumably because
Think
in
world.
tbe
dustry
the
truth of American sentiment is
of the problem of finding markets for pine, curled hair,
beginning to get past the censorship
Thus It ts that when you purhides aud pelts, wool, lubricatand
to be known in Europe, that he
chase Armour Products you are
is willing to accept revision of the
ing oils, soaps, banjo strings,
doing two Important things:
thing which he once declared to be
pharmaceutical
preparations,
Ton are helping assure prot
nsusrtectible of improvement.
sandpaper and many other byenwhich
ducers
of
fair
prices
that is too late to avert the mischief
products In almost unending
to
food
them
tbe
raise
courage
which was already been done through
quantities This would be difsupply of tbe future.
ficult for a concern with lesser
unreasonable and inexcusable delay;
no
And you ere definitely securfacilities;
for which delay and for which mis- largs organizach
ef the President must be held ac
tion, even, could accomplish
for
ing
yourself utmost value
U
task without ysars of so- in tbe food you eat.
countable.
He kept as out of peace)
Harvey's Weekly, (Ind )

Will You Act Before
It Is

TOO LATE?
IMMF.NSK fortunes have been made by investors who
got in at the BEGINNING of the Oil boom of Oklahoma
r'tiil the same was true a few years later in Texas.
WHO would have believed ten years ago that Wyoming
would become one of our biggest Oil producing states?
SUPPOSE Oil is found in vast quantities as some of
our most eminent geologists predict. Hundreds, yes Thousands
of people will make fortunes. Many may make millions.

T

ARR you going to be one of them?

'

an ?Hs got

THIS rompany is organized primarily for the purpose of
developing ihe Oil resources of New Mexico.

PtP,

OF course it's speculative. That's what makes it appealing to the man who buys Oil stock. If you are a widow or a
cripple, and can't afford to risk, don't invest. But if you are
"game" if you have the courage of your pioneer forefatfifcrs,
buy a "stack" and get in the game with a BIG company

crii-plf-

WE will not accept any new subscriptions during the
Victory Loan Drive. Therefore you will have to act at once.
9

NO subscriptions accepted for less than One Hundred
shares. Price Saturday April 19th, 76 cents. ; Five per cent
discount for cash. Make all checks payable to the Montezuma Petroleum Company. Albuquerque, N. M.
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Wahington, April 16 Secretary of
War Baker sod Onir'si March, chief
of staff, are charted b r members of
Congress with having entered into
an apparent agreement to prevent
General Pershing, hero of the war
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it flush uo to Prince Albert to nrodiipe mnra (Emnlr
happiness than you ever before collected I P. A.'s built to
fit your smokeappetite like kids fit your hands I It has the
jimaanuiesi navor ana coolness ana fragrance you ever ran

i

against!

Just what a whale of joy Prince Albert really is you want
to find out the
thing you do next. And, put
it down how you could smoke P. A. for hours without
tongue bite or parching. Our exclusive patented process
cuts out bite and parch.
,
Realize what it would mean to get set with a joy'us jimmy
pipe or the papers every once end a while. And, puff to
beat the cards I Without a comeback! Why, P. A is so
good you feel like you'd just have to eat that fragrant smoke!
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-SaleN. C
double-quicke-

st

.
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GREAT OIL FIELDS
buiinen men are taking an active cxtemive development work will be
IN NEW MEXICO part in this development.
under way before many months. At
Columbui in the south part of the
Ouaw Count
(Continued from page one)
The nit interest ii urnnoi in this county there has been considerable
oil men are at nreent activity for some time and drilling
paint are being taken to obtain every tnuntv.
loot 01 aeeaea una. riacer locations setting up' a rig at Lesb a a short opcrauonj nave ocen going lorwaru.
are used on the public domain. In distance east of Tucumcari and ex-- 1 At present drilling is suspended, but
the Pecos Valley men have for years pect to be drilling by May 1st. Three the company is ready to resume work
made it a business to keep up loca- - other companies are in the fields t once. The indications at Colum- tions for themselves and clients from some of which expect to be ready to bus are promising.
the outside. The leases of lands in work by July 1st. One expects to
Sierra County.
There are strong indications of oil
private ownership and locations on test out the country about Emlee
the public domains are tiled witti the near the Texas line. Pract cally all in this county. These are being in
county clerks. And in some coun- the land in this county is under vestigated and preparation made to
ties the county clerks have their control.
organize for active development in
hands full recording leases and locaDe Baca County
the near future.
tion notices. The fees, however, go
A derrick has been placed for some
Socorro County.
to the county
time and it is expected that drilling
There are well marked indications
In the southeastern part of the wiH soon be under way. Leases are for oil in Socorro County and the
state it is said that every foot of much :n demand in this section as! people are shaping up to try indica
land from the west edge of the plains everything is already under control tions out. The Socorro Petroleum
to the Ko urande is under control
Roosevelt County,
Company now has a well known geo
through leases or locations. Much The Lincoln well, now drilling near logist in the field to locate a well for
of west Texas is also covered with
a test. Over in the Magidalena disake Arthur, is be'ng watched
from east of the Pecos River 4y The ,ast week
or ,wo report, trict interest is also apparent and
to EI Paso.
have gone out that oil had been no doubt exploration of that district
Initial Stage of Development.
struck. Though so far the indica-O- il will result. Favorable reports have
development is passing through tionj are very prom'sing the real also been made on prospects in the
the first stage in New Mexico. The thing has not yet been reached. The western part of the county near Salt
of the county have become Lake.
geologists are investigating, the
moters are busy gaining control of! fully convinced tha' there is oil a
McJCinlay County.
RESERVES THIS SPACE FOR FURTHER ANTh:s county has been on the New
lands, capitalists are being interest-- : plenty deeo down. The business men
ed to provide money for test drilling, of Roswell are leading a movement Mexico oil map for some time. Now
NOUNCEMENTS RELATIVE TO ITS OIL
The geologists are already instructed for a thorouph test and have organic- - the people are getting interested and
the Roswell Oil Pevelonment organizing to try out the field. M
to select locations for wells. Com-'e- d
LAND LEASES IN THE HEART OF THE
pan es are being organized and fin- - Company for that purpose. ThotiKh company is organized to develop the
anced to test out the locations. So there has been for vears more or prospects in the Ojo field where oil
far the real work of drilling has not less oil acl'vity in Chaves County, has been found at 248 feet. It is
started in earnest, though several it never had enouch financial hack-- j said that the Standard Oil Company
holes are being sunk. But it would ling to drill deep enoueh o test out has acquired control of 400,000 acres:
appear that before long active dril the field fully. It is likely that the for the purpose of exploring.
1inir will be general over the state.
test the next year or two will be
San Miguel County.
The first oil reported in the pre- adequate.
Several oil compan'es have been
is
Flora
at
found
sent campaign
Eddy County.
organized for the purpose of testing
Vista six miles from Aztec where
Illinois Producers Company is dril the oil indications in the county. The
the Mesa Verde Oil Company is dril- ling ai present near l.aKewonn ana,' joltec UH l.o. has also leased a
ling. The first well was completed the Seven Rivers Oil and Gns Com- - rnnsideralile hinrk of slate land in
to 1150 feet last year where somepanv 's at work twen'y miles west this county. It is expected that dril-oi- l
was found. This well, due to of T akewood. Reports are favorable, ing operations may he under way
troubles with the casing, was left Much nf the activity at present is before many months. The Coronado
fntil conditions were more favorable nronnd Davton and Artevia. The old Oil Company has just heen organized
and a new hole sunk a short d stance Brown well naturally draws a'ten-i),- y
George Fleming and others,
MANAGEMENT RELIABLE AND CAPABLE.
district.
away. In this hole the same for- - tlon to this partVitbr
Grant County,
nation was found as in the previous Otherwise every part of the conntv
Many locations are he'n
made,
LANDS EXCEPTIONALLY WELL LOCAThole. A light oil was struck at 850! is heinr; comhed over for leases and especially in the south part of the
feet and again at 1150 feci. Oil men locations. Various nools have been county. It is likely that 'companies
ED. STOCK WORTH PAH.
on the ground say that this second formed to obtain leases. Much of w;ll he organized for exploration for
well is ready to shoot.
his mny be simply speculative, oil. Other m'ning interests, how
There is general interest in the oil Eventually it should result in decent ever, will continue to occupy the
indications in the San Juan basin tests of the mnnv splendid indica-fion- s main interest.
and lands are being taken up rap:dly.
fotind in this county.
Hidalgo County.
For detailed information
or wire
Only a limited amount of state land
Locations are being made at Steins
Otero County.
is still open.
The Ttilarosa basin is attracting in the west part of the conntv. also
Union County
more atfent'on at fhis time than at Hach ta on 'he E. P. & S. W
W. H.
The interest in oil in this comity any other section in the state. It and at Walnut Wells in the southern
is very general.
About all the s'ate is beintr thoroughly invest:gated bv part of the county.
Torrance County.
lands are under lease and practically the best (rcolnciss in the United
everything else is covered. Two pro-al- - Stale. Men with money are deeply There wiM be a thorough tet in
tects have been f nanccd and are
interested in the prospects. Not only this county. The F1anca Oil and
ready at work. One company is dril- - the Tularosa basin proper, but its Gas Company is work tig hard to
&
Resident Agents,
ling about thirteen miles from Clav extfns on south into the Crow flats interest capital for this purpose. The
ton, near the Oklahoma line. Another west of the Cnadahipe mountains and Toltec Cnmpnny alro h;is a block
in
this county.
company is drilling to the west of towards Ihe llueco mountains is fully of stale land
1 1
St.
N. M.
5 So.
Santa Fe County.
Clayton. This County has the honor covered with leases and locations.
The Toltec Oil Company is reportof having two compan'es already at Tt ''s likely that active drilling opera-t'on- s
will bd in prmrress in this ed to he preparing Mr continue drilwork.
land.
basin hofore lonrr
The interest in ling on its ledQ of
Colfax County
Lea CMVkty.
There is oil in this county, thotich oil is already affect'ng business and
Interest in oil in this cntintv i
the test drilling in the past failed to Alamogordo and o'her towns nre
locate it. At the present time lease taking on new life. Many companies general and practically all land his
are be'ng applied for on state land are be'ng oruanized and some El been leased or loi ated. The center of
and much other land also taken un- - I'aso on romnanies are also acqtnr-de- r interest is around Tatimi and Plain-v'ein the Ranger Lake district. rives and is set u
holdinirs in the basin Las Crures
control. According to press
.(rilling will be, STAT K CiF NEW MEXICO
a
m
.11 mi.
ports oil has been found in a well men are also fakint; an active part A geologist has spent some time in rusn-tjOH.'NTY OK SANTA
the county and found the surface
sunk for water at Greenville, being in develon'ng in this county.
IV THK UISTNKT Cnl'HT
iinij
New Mexico U l Companies
United States Hank and Trust Company,
indications around the Ranger Lake Location of Principal Office-- '
thick enough to skim from the sur
Dona Ana County,
l'Lini ilf.
The interest in oil is strong in section exceptionally prom'sing It Alamo Oil Co., Lake Arthur.
face of the water. The Midwest Oil
Vs.
No.
K
and Ref'ning Company immediately this county. Hut as far as known is the purpose to orcan:ze at an early
E. Meier,
Carlsbad.
Ci.s
Oil
and
Co.,
Andrews
Dt fendant
filed application for a lease of the no definite steps are beine taken to date. Across the line in Texas, a
K.
K. MEIER:
Otto ranch in this section.
develop arty part'cttlar block of lands. short distance east of Lovington a Algorlones Petroleum, Coal MinmK, jTO
(iliCKTIiNG:
and Pipeline Co, Albuquerque.
Mora County
Eastern parties are Inok'ng over the contract has been let for the drlling
Vou are hereby nutificd
that the above
There is much activity in obtain:ng RitKon section and it is reported of a test hole, the drilling to begin Arizona and New Mexico Oil Co., mimed
plaintiff has f.led his verified com
Late
with:n
Mora
The
leases throughout
that they like the looks of things
ninety days.
County.
reports
Hagernian.
in
the
above entitled
you
pl.int against
Northeastern New Mexico Oil Com- thereabouts.
cause in am court in a uii nn a mom y
just received indicates much interest Artes a Oil and das CO., ArleMa.
of
Plains
m
the
over
Luna
entire
country
already
County.
pany, recently organized,
Belt Petroleum Co., Albuquerque
?'hJ":
controls about a half nvll'on acres
Deming is becoming an o'l renter Lea, Roosevelt, Curry, and Quay
Uil CO., Albuquerque.
ptr annum horn th- 19th day ofof Deccmlii r,
of land. Prelim'naries are being ar- with an oil exchange. Several com- counties. Material for a derrick is Carter
e.
until
with
111,
costs
paid,
miii; an.!
Centurv Oil and Gas Co., Santa r that
your property tins hern attached
ranged and it is expected that drilling panies have been organized to ex- arriving at Kenna in Roosevelt Coun- Columbus Oil Co., ColumDus.
said
Sheriff
of
cause
the
said
Snnta I'e
may be undertaken soon. Leading plore for oil. Tt seems likely that ty. As soon as the machinery ar- Commonwealth Oil Co , E. Las Vegas county whichby said property in described
as
:
Gas
and
lujjows,
Development
Deming Oil,
An undivided
interest in lots
Co., Deming.
10, 11, 12 and 14 of the Durasno Addition
Denver-NeMexico Oil Co., Dayton.
to the city of Santa
in Ward 1,
in the said city and county
I'rectiirt
Encino basin Oil and Refining Co., of
l'"e
nfurcsaid.
S;inta
Encino.
;tnd ymi .ire further not if d that
Gallup Independent Oil Co., Gallup.
appear or cause ymir appeal iiiu e
Lake Arthur Oil Co., Lake Artbui. be entered on or before 2i) days after the
of this notice
of thf
expiration
Lordsburg Oil, Gas and Development for fitur Consecutiveptibhcntinh
wrelcn, that is to dy
on or before the 29th day of May, V'l'i,
Co., Lordsburg.
Paid plamtitt will take judgment a.iint
Lucky Strike Electra Oil and Gas tne
as
you on default for the Finn demanded
Co., Tucumcari.
ahohe stated in the affidavit
for al
McWborter Oil Refining Co., Lake
hereiiihefore
is to say
that
died;
l.u
nf eicnim .. ..i.
.i
Arthur.
the rate of six p. r cent per annum ft. mi
Mesa Verde Oil Co., Aztec.
the l'Jth day of Decimher. I'll, and costs
Mexola Petroleum Co., Dayton.
of suit, .in,! v.iur
r,,nertv w.ll 1. .nl.l
I ubhc auction in the
manner provided
National Oil Shale Kefining Co., E.
law to satisfy sit' h judgment and costs,
by
Las Vegas.
WITNESS THK HOniAMI.K KKKIJ
New Mex'co Petroleum Co., Artesia.
il TH fc 11 H ST ll'DI
II'IMIE
( I
OP N V W M E 'l
.
and Gas
I, DISTRICT
New Mexico Petroleum
OK
AND
SEAL
THE
THIS OUKT THIS
Fe.
Santa
Development Co.,
17th dav of April, I19.
Artesia.
Oil
Co.,
Gas
and
Pecos River
AI.EREDO l.Vt ERO,
(SEAM
County
Pecos Valley Petroleum Co., Roswell.
Any business, large or small, must ultimately fail if fts
Py EEDERICO
OPEZ,
Producers Oil Co., Las Vegas.
DepUtV.
Rialto Oil Co, hndee.
Eirst Puhheation, April IH, YIU
expense of operation is in excess of its revenues.
San Juan Basin Oil Co., Farm'igton. I.at PuhluatiMn May Q. ViV)
Shiprock Oil and Gas Development
STA'IK OF NEW MEXICO
Co., Farmington.
In the case of our Company the service is involved as well
Southwestern Oil and Gas Co.. Al- rofNTY OF SANTA InFE tlie I'mh.it.- Court
buquerque.
In the Matter of tlie ftrtr of Jute E
as the financial factor. Telephone service is dependent
Tejon Oil and Development Co, A- Laconie, I":f;isiI. NO
lbuquerque.
upon the condition of the plant, the efficiency of the
NOTICE.
Toltec Oil Co., Santa Fe.
B
Kivi n that N
the
of
and
the
Tenque Coal and Oil Co., Albnquer-- ! liu,Not ire
Company.
solvency
employees
of lnc K.
of
r
th.
emit
I
que
untl present
has
flec.asril,
acotne,
Tucumcari Oil and Gas Co., Tiicmn-- I e.l for final settlim nt ..ni fil
in n
cntirt. hin final rrport a nuth Kx- iutor of
cari
ihe
of
csi.it-nul
Adtninistration
Inadequate revenues must eventually result in poor main
Twin Butte Oil and Gas Co Ala- petition for final amlc mmf, ;tti theant!ap- a
account a surh i'Xitii'"r.
proval of hi
mogordo.
tenance of plant, wages too low to attract the most
and that Monrlay the 5th day of May, VH
The Valley Oil Co., Columbus.
10
o'clock
at
the forenoon, the tame
in
is
been
The following companies have
competent employees, and aloofness of capital when it
regular term of tliia court, nt the
brinjf
court houae of aaid county of S..ni Fe in
incorporated since Feb. 3, 1919.
the state aforesaid, have been
and
The Clovis Oil Co., Clovis.
required for plant extensions to meet the needs of growing
appointed as the time and place for hearUvalde Oil Co., Santa Fe.
of said rrport and petition, and at which
ing
communities.
Montezuma Petroleum Co., Albuquer- time and place any perfcon interested in
said estate may appear and file
que.
and object ionn in writing to ftaid final reRoswell Oil Development Co., Ros- port
and petition and contest the same.
These conditions make it impossible to render the class of
well.
Notice ia further Rivti that said petition
ia for final settlement and discharge of
Socorro Petroleum Co., Socorro
the said exreutor as such and that nn the
And these are the
service demanded by the public.
The 1440 Oil Co., Deming.
confirmation and approval of natd report
Bethlehem Oil Co., Roswell.
and petition the final settlement of said
conditiona threatening the Telephone Company now under
will be immediately made and the
Jornado Basin Oil Development Co., estate
aid executor will he discharged ami bis
Socorro.
sureties relieved of any further responsiits tremendously increased costs and with revenues reOil and Gas Co., bility.
The
Dated this 7th day of April, 1919.
Tucumcari.
ar
level.
a
at
pre-wSEAL
ALFREDO MTCERO,
maining
Linda Vista Oil Co., Haeerman
Clerk.
Northeastern New Mexico Oil Co.. First Publication April 11, 119.
Last Publication May 2, 1919.
Roy.
Gradually operating costs advanced, narrowing the margin
The Tularosa Basin Oil and Coal Co.. EST A DO DE NUEVO MEXICO
CON DA DO DE SANTA FE
Tularosa.
Ea la Corte de Pniebas.
between revenue and expense, crossed the line and still
Buffalo Oil and Gas Co., Lordsburg.
En el aatinto del Eatado de Jose E. Laconic
Finado.
Alamogordo Shale, and Oil Co.,
until we are now
under a
continued

IIEIV MEXICO STATE LAND SALES
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The successful bidder must pay to tnt
Commissioner
of Public Lands or bis agent
such aale,
of
holding
to
price offered by him for the land, four par
cent interest ia advance for the balance
PUBLIC
LAND SALE
of such purchase price, fees for advertisSOCORRO COUNTY
ing and appraisement and all coats incidental to the aale herein, eah and all of
said amounts must be deposited in cask
Office
ol the Commissioner ol Publi-Santor certified exchange at the time ol aale
Land.
and which said amounts and all of them
Fe, New Meases
arc subject to forfeiture to the Stata of
Notice ia herebv riven thai oursuini u .Sew Mexico, if the successful bidder does
the provisions of an Act of Congress ap not execute a contract within thirty days
mailed to him by the
une 20th, 19)0, the Uwi of tn alter it has
proval
State Land Office, said contract to provide
State of New Mexico, and rulei and re
that the purchaser may at bis option make
u t ion
of the State Land Office, i h
of
Commissioner of Public Lands will oner ai payments of not less than
public sale to the highest bidder at K timely live per cent ol the purchase toprice
Ihe
o'clock, A. M., on Tuesday, May 30th, at any time ofafter the
prior
thirty years from the date
!19, in the town of Socorro, County of expiration
State of New Mexico, in Iron of t he contract and to provide for the
Socorro,
of the court home therein, the follow in if payment of any unpaid balance at the cadescribed tract! of land, via;
pitation of thirty years from the date of
the contract with interest on deterred pay
All of Section! 29, 30, 32. ments at the rate of four per cent per
Sale No. 141
T. 3 S. R. 8 W.. All of Sections 35. 36 annum payable in advance on the anniver
.
T. 3
R. 9 W., All of Sec. 2, Etf. NH sary of the date of the contract, partial
to be credited on the anniversary
IN'Wtf,
SWUSWH, Sec. 8; All ot payments
f the date of the contract
neat following
'Sectioni 9, 13, 14, 15, T. 4S.P R. 9 W., con
taining 6,923.02 acres. There are no in the date of tender.

STATE OP NEW MEXICO

Afoeraaofoy
ML tib GAS
Go. Ffo.

close-leas-

NOTICE

bn

j

le

provementa.

The above aale of land will be subject
No bid on the above described tract
oi ot valid existing rights, easements, rights
way, and reservations.
land wil! be accepted for less than THKEF
DOLLARS
($300) per acre, which it thr
The commissioner of Public Lands or bis
additioc
in
ulue
thereof
and
appraised
tin rr to the successful l'iM-- r roust pay f it agent holding such sale reserves the right
the improvements that exist on the land t reject any and all bids offered at said
sale,
The above sate of land will be subject
fosse ssion under contracts of sale for
conditions
to the following
terms
id
the above desenhed tracts will be given
vis:
on or before October 1st, 1919,
The successful bidder must pay to lh
Witness my hand and the ofltciai seai
Commissioner of Public Lands or his agen
I
the State Land Office oi the State ol
of ib
such sale,
holding
New
this ninth day of January,
Mra.co,
price otirrei Dy mm lor tne lapi, iou-prr ccul interest iu advance foi the bali 1919.
ance of such purchase price, fees for s
V. A. FIELD,
Commission' r ol Iji:m: Uanrii,
vtrtising and appraisement and all costa
incidental to the sa1- - herein, each and al
State oi New Meaico
)i said amounts muni be deposited in casl
irst Publu uiinn Man h 2h, JV14
or certified rxchsnjre at the time of salr
Publication June 6, 1W9.
and which said amounts and all of theo
are subjrLt to forfeiture to the State o
New Mexico, if the successful bidder doei
not exrcutf a com ract within thirty dari
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
aftrr it has bctn mailed to him by th
Stale Laud Office, said contract to pro
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
'.'ide that the purchaser may st his op dot
make payments of not less than one
SALE OF PUBLIC LANDS AND TlM-iiliinieth ol
per cent of the pu-chase pru
at any t tne alter the sate, a,, '
COLFAX COUN V
of
fron
to
thr
expiimion
thirty years
Ipnor
die date ol the contract and to provii
Jffice of
the
Commit siorer
Public
;l
for the payment of any unpaid balance a
the epi ratn.n of thirty years from thi
Lends,
late of the contract with interest on defer
Santa Fe, St
Mtxiio.
red payments at the rate of four per ceo
No!
hen bv Bivrn th.it out unt
pet i.iumiii payable in advance ott the an
ia tne provisions ii an Act ji i
ntvfTs.':ry of the date of the ron'.iact, pa
be
on
the
so
credited
the
to
titi pavn.rnts
approved June 20th, 1';1U,
laws ol tne Stale of Nc
Mix ho
ni rvdry ul the dale vi the contra t ncv
nt
iulli .wii
the date of tender.
tiir rulfs and rt gulat unit of the Sute
land Otho, the (..'iiiiiiiisai.imr
oi lu ihe
w ill
Thr nbove sale of land will be aubjec
l.aji.U
oiler at public i.ile tn the
M ,
to Vfelnl
A.
on
riyht s, easttru nt a, rifcht
highest bidder at 9
of way and reservations.
May 15th, VjVJ, in the town o
'(Thursday,
Hit ul!. t'ouiuv nt ( ullrtx. S: a ir ol fit
The tVmmitaioner of Public Lands or bn Mexico, in front of the court huse h"sre
hohiitif atu h cile rticrvf s the righ. in the folio wing described
u.icu, i ii
;n
sait'
any and all bids offered
Sals No. 134J
sjIc.
SLSKJi. S c.
$y,.
IA;
S
l..ts 1, 2, J, 4, M.Mji, SL
roRstniion under contract of sale for the NK,
1,
2S; Lots
2, i
tie hi nbt d tracts will be given on o
N
S . X; N'K, S.NW ; i. S'i, p. c.
October 1st, 1919.
Sec, .1.1; 'l.uts
'7; lon. 1, 2,
Sec. Ji; 1. 24 N , R,
2, 3, 4, 5.
Witness my h.ind and the official c.il u (, E., Al ol Stvnoii 17;
N,SK4t
:ht State I ami (Iflire of tite Slate of Nev
See. If: SK'-.S'.S'l 'i. S.'-Mexit
this twcllltl day ol l ebruary, im iv; hJ'vNK'4, V'NVY'i, bW.WS 'i, Wy4
S.:C. JU; T. M S:
N. A. FIELD,
17
li
K.. All of .Vi. II.:
NK!4. V.,Stf.
Commission! of Public Lands
N
K
M
If t.,
Srr. .'1; T.
State of Net
I tir
4.IH.7V atr. i.
'iiuaintiiK
improve
fiihtiration Frb. 21, 1J19.
of h ue, barn.
..or
tiiintii
conM!,!
L.ibl Puhiuation May 2, I'VlV.
rait, i.MMtl, and Imctng, valui V.JJUO.
'
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Thirr arc

operating

deficit of alarming proportions.

This creates a problem in which the public and the
Company arc mutually interested.

The Mountain States Telephone
and Telegraph Company

NO.

AVISO
Oil and Land Co., Deming.
Por cstaa se da aviso que N. B. Laugbtin,
Coronado Oil Co., E. Las Veas.
como ejecutor de el estado de Jose E,
Valencia Petroleum Co., Gallup.
finado, ha rendido y pre sent ado para
Tularosa Basin Petroleum and Gas arreglo final en dicha corte, su reporte
como tal ejecutor de la administracion de
Co.. Silver City.
dicho eatado,
una peticion para arreglo
W. W Cox Oil Co., Las Cruces.
final, y apruebo de am cuentas como tal
New Mexico Texas Oil Co., Raton.
ejecutor jr que el Lanes dia S de Mayo,
la mi. ma
El Paso Hot Springs Oil Co., Hot 19P, a laa diet de la manana,
tiendo una unta regular de esta corte. en
Springs.
la casa de corte de dicho con dado de
Estancia Oil and Gas Co., Estancia Santa Fe ea el Estado ante dicho, ha atdo
pro-ba- r
eacogido como el tiempo
j lugar ypara
el tal reporte y peticion,
ca caal
interea-d- a
Another Branck Office
persona
tiempo y lugar cualquier
ca dicho estado d-preseatarse den-tr- o
The Farmers and Stockmens Equidel tiempo prescrito por ley.
stock
Aviso
ea
the
has
anunctado
aqui
que tal peticion
Exchange
bought
ty
para arrcglar final men te y deacargo de
of goods of J. S. Dyer at Mountain-ai- r, ea
tal ejecutor, camo tal y dicha con firm scion
and opened a branch of the:r para probar dc dicho reporte v peticion el
mercantile business in that town. arreglo final dc dicho estado deve aer
bee ho f que tal ejecutor
H. F, Dowdy is in charge of the inmediatamente
ea descargado y sua aeguridides retira-da- a
store. With storts at Etanc'a.
de caaleaquiera reapoaaabilidad.
Fechado eatc dia 7 de Abril, 1919.
Moriarty and Mountainair this orALFREDO LUCERO,
ganization is pretty well prepared SELLO
Secrctario
to take care of a large trade in the Primera Publicaeioa Abril 11, 1919.
Herald.
Publicaeioa
Ultima
119.
Estancia
Maya
county.
Tri-Sta- te

t

l,74O,0un

ft

M.

H

,

of

diulicr

these lands valued at W,i)iJ.
No bid on the above drsrnbed tract will
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
be arc-WellOI.
for bus Ihun TIIKKE
l.AKS tSJ.fUJJ im r acrf. wbith is the ap
LAND SALE
PUBLIC
ItraiiO'd value til, rroi, and in addition tlore
lo the suiiessful bidder must pay tor i.
SANDOVAL
COUNTY
that exist on the land.
improvtnit-nfPubh.
of
Office
the Commissioner of
The successful bidder will be required to
Lands,
for the timber valued at $J.4W).()0
as
Santt Fe, New Mexico.
of the total amount and
tollu'.vti: One-fift,
on the remaining?
at
iiitircnt
Notire is hereby given thai pursuant r the rate of four
per cent pt-- annum, to
Act of Cungrcss ap be
the
in cash or certified exclrantte al
Pr,,lon
paid
th.
of
awa
the
tPlov
'h, 19W,
the tune of sale. The remaining
' N.c
Mtaico, and tules and rtg
s!te
lo be paid in four equal annual nibt.dl
ulations of the State Land Olfice, tht litems
with interest at the rate of lour
will
of Public Lsnris
offer
CummiHsiotlrr
T
r.;,
per cent tier annum, payments and inat Dubhc
u"i'i'-- a
due on the anniversary of the date
.t0 on
2 o'clock,
P. M,
May
of the contract.
IJ19, in the town of Bernthllo, County of
State ol New Mexico, in Iron'
Sandoval,
.11
not be permitted to
T'e pur.
of the court house
therein, the followin,
mil all has beeu uaid
mi) nm1"
described tract! ol land, vii:
for.
NJ4NEH. SWWNEX. Eh
Sal. No. 1342
The above sale of land will be suuject
NW'X, SWtf, Sec. 28; All ol Sec. J2; T to the following terms and conditions,
vis
14
N., R. 1 W., containing 1,0)0.00 acres
There are no improvementa,
The successful bidder must pay to tha
Lands or his agent
of
No bid on Ihe above described tracts 01 Commibsioner h a Public
u
hulihnK hut
air, one-tw- t utivth of the
land will be accepted lor less than THKKk
tttc land, tour
for
him
offered
by
price
DOLLARS
(WOO)
per acre, which is thr ler cent interest in advance for the balappraised value tnereol and in addition
of such purchase price, feea for ad
ance
tot
must
aucceasful
bidder
pay
thereto the
vertising and appraisement and all cots
the improvementa that exist on the land incidental
to the sale herein, each and all
The above aale ol land will be subject of said amounts must be deposited in cash
i
to the lollowing termf and conditions or certified exchange at the time of alr
vis:
and which said amounts and all of them
The successful bidder must par to thr are cubjt ct to forfeiture to the State of
New Mexico, if the successful bidder does
( ornmiasioner ol Public lands, or his aaea'
ol lai not execute a contract within thirty days
holding such sale,
low
it has been mailed to him by the
him
after
offered
the
lor
land,
by
P"
at interest in aavance lor in. aai State Land Office, said contract to pro
P"
aoce
of such purchase price, toe ices vide that the purchaser may at his opaac tion make payments of not less than
and
for
appraisement
advertising
of ninety-fivall coata incidental to the sale herein, aa
per cent of the
each and all of aaid amounts must b purchase price at any time after the aale
prior to the expiration of thirty yeara
depoaited ia cash or certifiedaaid eaxhaaft and
amoaati from the date of the contract and to proat the time of aale, and which
and all of them are subject to lorfcitart vide for the payment of any unpaid balance
to the State of New Mexico if tha aac at the expiration of thirty yeara from tha
ceasful bidder does not execute a coa date of the contract with interest on detract withia thirty days after it bts bees ferred payment a at the rate of four per
mailed to him by the State Land Office cent per annum payable in advance on tna
aaid contract to provide that the purchase) anniversary of the date of the contract,
may at his option make payment a of ao partial payments to be credited on the an
of ninety-fiv- e
pe niversary of the date of the contract next
less than
cent of the purchase price at any time aftci following the date of tender.
the aale and prior to the expiration o
anr
The above sale of land will be subject
thirty yeara from date of the contract,
to provide for the payment of any un to valid existing rights, easements, ng'its
and reservation a.
paid balance at the expiration of thiri)
witr
The Commissioner of I'uhlic Lands or his
ytara from the date of the contract,
a
rat
interest on deferred payment at the
agent holding sm h sale reserve the right
of four
per cent per annum payable if to
any and all btdi ottered at tiid
advance on the anniversary of the dat aale.rejnt
f com
Pwsses-Mi-tpartial pa ments to be credito1
rat,
under contract of sale for the
'
the anniversary of the date
il! be given on oe
above drscnhtd tracts
coo tract oc
following the date of tend before Ot tuber 1st. 1919.
tr.
and the official sai
hand
Witness
my
The atxive sale of land will be aubjee
of the
Land Office of the Srte ot
to vahti existing rights, easements, rights New M 'uie
xto, this Four tcm ib day cf Feb
of way, and reservations.
ruary
N. A FIELD,
The Commissioner of Public Lands Oi
his agent holding such sale reserves tht
Commissioner of Public Lands,
offerer
all
of New f'exxo.
and
bids
Srate
to
reject any
right
,
at said aale.
First Put lica lion Feb.
191
9,
Publication
Last
May
aale
for th
under contract of
Possedsion
above described tracts will be given on oi
before October lat, &919.
& M'FIE
EDWARDS
Witness my hand and the official aea M'FIE
of the State Land Office of the State
ATTORNEYS-AT.LANew Mexico, thta Eleventh day of February
OF

STATE

NEW

MEXICO

on

-

1919

Commiaeioner

First Publication Feb,
Last Publication Ma?

N. A. FIELD,
ot Public Laads,
Meade
State of Ne
21, 1919.
1919.

OFFICE

Corner Palaca & Washington
Santa Ft), N.w Maxico.

Injections.and
RELIEVES
in (MIDVJ
24 HOUrS Wis
diseases with-Incsnvenisnca.

FOR PUBUCATION

NOTICE

PUBLIC LAND

SALE

the

Olfice
Lands.

Sato

1

V

No.

L

Sold

Coajmiataoaer al Public
Saata Fc New Msaaea.

Notice ia hereby give that pursuant to
the provision ed aa Act al Congress, ap
the lawa M the
proved June 30th, 19
State of New Mexico aad the rulea and
regulations of the State Land Office, the
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer
at public sale to the aigheat bidder at
9 o'clock, A. M., oa Wednesday, June 11th,
1919, in the town of Loviagtoau County of
Lea, State of New Mexico, tat front of the
court house therein, the following described
tracts mi lasmV aist

I
W& See, 32; T. II 8.,
laiataf .120 00 acre a. The
of fetscang, value $100.40.

provemcats
Sals Now 1
Ett. Sec. !; T. IS Iv. R
15 Et contausiag JLS.S3 acres.
The
coastal of feaciag, varus $100.00.
No tud aa the above aVscriaed tracts will
be accepted lor lees than FTVE DOLLARS (0.00) aer acre, which is the appraised valae thereof, and ia addition thereto
tne eocceesrtH aidder mast pay tor tac ua
provemeats that eaiat ea-ta- c
Each of the above described tracts sill
for aale aeparatery.
The above salt af sand will be subject
terms anal eawditiaas, vis.:

V

urrl

LEA COUNTY

f

At.

Then tiny CAPSULES
are superior m Buliam
af Copiija, Cubtbs or

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
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he been looking lit her, he would have them Into the deserted hull.
The
been left no illusions. Her Hue eyes Chinese cook snored away his vigil in
flushed hate.
an armchair by the open fire. The
"I did not know It until we got men had rushed away to the levee.
here. There was a message from
"Women must wait," Gerty's laugh
wns hysterical, "We can do no good
at the desk, waiting."
MacLean was net there, either!
down there." She threw herself, con"We are all ready," she cried. scious of herolneshlp, Into the ordeal
"Mrs. Hatfield and Mr. Itlcknrd cannot of her spoilt entertainment.
come." Not for worlds would she give
It was always' an Incoherent dream NEW ROAD BUILDING PROGRAM
In to her desire to cull the whole to Innes Hurdln, that wild ride homegrim affair off; let them think she ward, the lurching scraping buggies, Amount of Money Available for Fedwas disappointed, not she, Though the apprehensive silence, this huddling
eral Aid Largest Ever Set Aside
the world blew away, she would go. of women like scared rabbits around n
Copyright,
Company
by Any Nation.
table
She found herself distributing slips
that had else been guy. The
of mangled quotations.
The white women's teeth shivered over the Ices. (Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture. J
sitcrlfielul, were given out. There was
"Well," remarked her husband, "I slips went to the women; the green Their fnces looked ghastly by the light
Gert'-'She
With full state
accordmuch to he done.
green shades.
only hope something will huppen to bits of pasteboard to the men. She shed by
HARDIN'S LUCK?
HARDLY, THINKS RICKARD, AS HE
held u certain green card In her wished she were at tho levee. She ing to the terms of the federal aid
"I wish site would be definite," In-- I prevent It."
lies' thoughts complained. She wus
"Tom!" exclaimed Gerty Hurdln. glove: "Leads on to fortune." Itlck- simply must go to the levee. "I'm go- roud act, the United States will have
FORESEES DISASTER FROM CARELESSNESS OF
restless to make her own plans. It "What u dreadful thing to say. Thut ard might come dashing In ut the lust ing to get n wrap," she threw to Oerty a total of ut least $574,000,000 for co
hud not yet occurred to her that Uerty sounds like a curse. You make my moment, the ideal mini's way; a spe- ns she passed. "I left It In the hall."
HIS PREDECESSOR.
operative road building during the next
She stole through the deserted of three years. The federal part of this
would stay In ull summer. For she blood run cold."
cial, perhaps; It did not seem credible
never hud so martyrized herself,
"Shu!" suld Hurdln, picking up his that he would deliberately stay uway fice, past the white and silver soda fund la assured by an extra appropriafountain, and out into the speeding tion of $200,000,000 in the post office
"Some one must he with Tom. It may hut. "That
wus no curse. You without sending her word.
hlrkurd, an engineer of (Ik- Overland I'ucillc, Is
Synopsis. K.
In a burst of laughter, the com- blur of the night.
Formless shapes, appropriation bill Just pussed by conspoil my trip. But (ierty never thinks wouldn't go if It rained, would you?"
sent hy I'residcnt Mursliull ti stop tin- ravages of lt Colorado river
of that."
passed her. As she sped gress and signed by the president,
She believed It to he a
In the Imperial valley, a tusk at which Thomas Hiinlin, head of the
"Oh, ruin!" Shu shrugged ut thut pany discovered then thnt Jlie guest
Mrs. past the French windows of the dinof honor wus also ubsent.
Officials of the bureau of prbllc
simple mutter of clothes. It ulways possibility.
Desert ltf Iitmallin company lias failed. Kickard foresees emlmrrass-ineci- t
took her weeks to get ready to go uny- "Well, you wouldn't go If the wind Hurdln hurried them out to the wuit-in- ing room she could get n view of the ronds, United States department of agbecause liu knows llarilin, who was u sluilent under him in an
shattered
where.
party.
blows!" retorted Hurdin, leaving the
buggies.
riculture, which administers the proeastern college, married (ierty Holmes, with whom Illekurd once
Innes made a dive Into the darkness. visions of the federal aid road act
"Hut I won't wait any longer than room.
Drearily, they drove down the flythought himself In love. At tho eoin)any otllees at t'alcxlro Illckard
wns
a dim outline of hastening and
next week. If she does not go then, I
The wind was at their There
ing street.
finds the engineers loyal to llanlin anil hostile to him. He meets
with the state governwill. Absurd for us both to be here.
backs, but It tore at Jhclr huts, pulled figures in front of her. She could ments in the expenditure of the money,
CHAPTER XIV.
Sir. and .Mrs. llanlin and Imies llanlin, the former's half sister. Innes
nt their tempers.
Their eyes were henr some one breathing heavily by point out that this amount of funds is
It wus alreudy fiercely hot.
Is hitter against Hlikard for supplanting her hrother.
Ilardln disfull of street dust.
the largest ever appropriated for slnil-lu- r
Oerty, meanwhile, had been wonder
covers that Ith kard is planning it levee to protect t'alexleo anil puts
The Dragon Takes a Hand.
A flash of light us they were lenv- lug how she could suggest to her sisThe company's automobile honked
him down as incompetent,
purposes ond for a similar period
(ierty thinks her hiishand jealous, (ierty
that her trip be taken first outside. Hurdin frowned across the lng town brightened the thick dust
Invites Itlckard to dinner anil then- plans a "progressive ride" in his
by any government In the history of
Without arousing suspicions! Ter tublo at his wife. "You're surely not clouds. "Whut wus that?" cried Gerty.
the world, and that it enables the fedhonor. Hii kard pushes work on the levee and is ordered hy Marshall
She wus ready for any culumity now.
eral and state governfnents to carry
to "take a lighting chance" on the completion of Hardin's pet project,
ribly loud in her ears Hounded he going such a night as this?"
out a
a gate to shut the break in tint river.
thoughts those days.
Again, the queer
program of a magGerty guve one of her light, elusive "Not lightning?"
Her husband flung a letter on the shrugs. No need to answer Tom when light flushed across the obscured sky.
nitude never equaled.
table ono evening. "A letter to you he was in one of his bluck moods. Tom roused himself to growl thnt he
In connection with the great federal-aifrom Casey."
This was the first word he bud spoken hadn't seen anything. And the dreury
I hen he
program It Is also noted that exCHAPTER XII.
began to speculate as he
She tried to make the fingers that since he had entered the tent. She furco went on.
cooled over tho trouble up yonder. A
penditures for highway work In the
Innes' partner was young Sutcliffe,
United States this year are likely to
Hardin's Luck.
whole city burning? They would sure closed over the letter move casually, hud warned Innes by a lifted eyamount to half a billion dollars or
Two days later there was a shock of ly get It under control. He began to She could feel them tremble. What ebrowthey must be careful not to the English zunjero. He was In the
more. On reports received from state
earthquake, so slight that this lapping inuiK or the Isolation; the telegraph-wire- would she say If Tom asked to see It? provoke him. Something hud gone quicksand of a comparison between
It was addressed to her In her bus wrong at the office, of course! How English and American women, Innes
of the water In Klckard's hath was his
all down. That might happen
highway departments, the bureau of
Intimation of the earth's uneasiness. anywhere!
He walked to the door band's cure. Hardin hud found It at much longer could she stand his hu- mischievously coaxing him Into deeper
public roads estimates the 1919 exwaters, when there wus u blockade
In the dining room later he found ev- and looked thoughtfully at the com- the office in his mull, And she going mors, these ghastly silent dinners?
penditures for roads and bridges at
uld re- pany's big water tower. Thnt wasn't euch day to the postoilice to prevent
"The river on a rampage, and we of buggies uheud of them.
$.185,000,000, or $110,000,000 more than
eryone discussing It. "Win
"The
member an eurthquake In thut desert?" such a bad Idea! He picked up his It from falling Into his hands! She go for a drive!" jeered Hurdin.
the average expenditures for 1910 and
ranch," cried Innes,
1917.
"The first sliuke!"
The flood was not serious yet! peering through the veil of dust at
gave It a quick offhand glance.
nut, and went out.
An Important effect of the law con
During the morning, unfathered, as
"About the drive, of course, Sup- Tom loved to cry "Wolf!" No one the queer unreul outlines of fences
rumors are liorn, the whisper of
CHAPTER X'll.
taining the new appropriation is that
per's getting cold. Look at that ome was alarmed in town Patton, Mrs. and trees. "It's our first stop."
I
own
Their
too
somewhere spread.
"Oh,
suy, that's
it broadens the definition of a rural
bad," began
lette. Don't wnlt to wash up. It will Youngberg, would have told her. Of
be like leather."
The Wrong Man.
Slight shock was the. edge of Iho concourse, one never knew whut thnt Sutcliffe. Innes was ulreudy on the
post road, under which class a high..
.
am
f
vulsion which had heen serious
When she had finished her meal, she dreadful river would do next, hut if road, her skirts whipped by the wind
way had to qualify in order to receive
)irs. iiurnin neurit irom every
no one knew qui to whore, or source hut tho
the benefits of the federal old act
right one that Itlckard read her letter with u fine show of In ono hnd to wait always to see what Into clinging drapery.
why they knew It at all. Tho men had returned.
Gerty's party found itself disorganEach time her tele difference. "He sets a dute for the the river's next prank would be, one
Cnder the old act it was required
who were shoveling earth on the levee phone rang, It was his voice she ex- drive." She put the letter carelessly would never get anywhere !
ized. Purtners were trying to find
that mall should actually be carried
tiegan to talk of San Kruncisco. Some- pected to bear. She began to read a Into her pocket before hor husband
Innes was leaving the table. "Well, or lose euch other. "Get in here!"
on the road or that there should be a
one said that morning that tho city meaning Into his silence. She could could stretch out his blind. It would I suppose I should be lashing on my Iuues heard the voice of Estrada bereasonable prospect thnt mall would be
was hudly hurt. No ono could confirm think of nothing else theu the
curried on It within a short time after
strungo never do for Jealous Tom to read that: hat !" Gerty's pretty lips hardened us hind her. He had a top buggy. She
Iho rumor, hut It grew with tho day. coincidence that had brought their "Your letter was received two weeks the girl left the tent. These Hardtns hailed a refuge.
Innes Made a Dive Into the Darkness. Improvement The new act says:
Itlckard mot it at the olllco late In lives again close. Or was it a coinci- ago. Pardon me for appearing to have always loved to spoil her enjoyment
a
she
cried.
"Whnt
"Splendid!"
.
.
the terra 'rural post roads' .
her side. They kept apace, stumbling,
the afternoon. Ho went direct to tho dence? That Idea sent her thoughts forgotten your kindness."
Climbing in, she said: "I
shall be construed to mean any
They would like her to be a nun, u relief!"
the
gloom
occasionally,
moving
betray
arthis
Isn't
telegraph operator's ile.sk.
afield.
far
The nerve," growled Tom again, cloistered nun
hope
upsetting Gerty's
public road, a major portion of which
ing their feet A man came runnin
"Get Ims Angeles, tho O. P. office.
At the opening of the door, the rangement."
She was thinking too much of him, his mouth full of Gerty's omelette.
back
town.
toward
the
"It's
cutting
And bo quick at)out It"
"To
Look
at them!"
tuke you up on nn Invitation like wind tore tho pictures from tho piano.
"Arrangement!
for peace of mind, those duys of waitback !" He cried. "Nothing but the
In ton minutes he was talking to
Gerty ran Into her room, shutting The women were hastening out of the levee will save the towns!"
ing, but the return of the old lover thut. I call that pretty raw."
Itslx'ock. Babcnck said that tho
You must remember we are such herself in against further argument. dust swirl Into any huven that ofhad mudo a wonderful break in her
The levee!
by tho earthquake to that city wua life.
old friends," urged his wife.
"He She came buck Into the room, pow fered. With little screams of dismay,
Hit eyes were brighter; her knew
The harsh breathing followed her,
not known, but it wus a II re. Sun Jose smile was
I meant It seriously."
dered and heavily veiled against the they ran like rabbits to cover.
less forced. She spent most
As they passed the wretched hut of a
"Just the same, It's nerve," grum wind. A heiivy winter ulster covered
Gorty found herself with Blinn. At Mexican
of her days at the sewing machine. A
gambler, a sputtering light
lot of lace was whipped onto lingerie bled Hurdln, helping himself to more the new mull gown which she had not the next stop there wus a block of shone out. Innes looked
back. She
frocks of pule colors. She was a dis of the omelette, now u flat ruin In the worn at supper, though Innes could buggies. "No use changing ugaln!" saw the wrinkled fnce of
Coronel, who
center
of
She
re
the
herself
beaten.
Cnnton
His
have
her
the
hooks!
acknowledged
with
But
plutter.
helped
ciple of an Eastern esthete, "Women,"
had left his water tower. His black
ho bad said, "should buy lace, not by sentment had taken on an edge of there was always so much talk about "Let's go on. What are they stopping coarse hair was
streaming In the
for?"
hatred
Dismal
all
since
the
farce
was!
it
of
tho
tho yard, but by the mile."
episode
dredge everything
wind, his mouth, ujiir. was expres
was
She
In
to
"To
back
her
disheartwrite
anyone
pushing
They had to face the galo as the
As her lingers worked among the machinery.
ened curls when the heat of horses' sionless, though the fulfilment of the
laces and soft mulls, her mind roved my house! lie knows whut I think of machine swept down the
Great Prophecy was at hand. Beneath
hoofs
an
hack
ineffectual
of them brought the blood the
ass.
that's what he street.
s
down avenues Hint should have been him;
of green and red
is. ISlundcring around with his little
back
Into her
cheeks.
It wus too bad to hove a night like
closed to her, a wife. She would have
a curious dignity.
rested
The
puint
!"
levees, and his fool work on the wa this!
she thought "He must Indian was to come
And nil her work Tom anil "Itlckard
protested, bad anyone licensed her of ter tower."
ognln Into his own,
come In a special !" T!-""
have
It
gloom
his
nothwould
have
sister
for
Vers in iMir'r'"'T
go
"w
in
those days, yet day hy day,
What wus his own, she questioned, ijg
liilldellty
The water tower?" demanded his ing! She was made of stubborner suddenly disgorged MucLean.
she was straying farther from Iter hus
ns her feet stumbled over loosened
"Hardin!
Where is he?"
band s side. Site convinced herself sisler. "What's he doing with that?" stuff than that. Life had been deal
she hud not
boarding, n ditch
"Oh, I don't know," rejoined Tom ing out menu bunds to her, but she
"What's up?" yelled Hllnn. "Ia It seen. More corn, crossing more
that Tom's gibes and
wero
perhaps
fiery
ids
Ho
the
MacLean's
river?"
had
of
would
not
out
face
answered
the
largely,
ac
lips
protruding.
drop
game,
stuff to wash down the corn! More
getting harder to endure.
heen
to
some
ask
him.
His
one
"God
ranch
what
scoured
herself
beaten
luck
Itching
would
knowledge
again
it was Inevitable that the woman of
white man's money In the brown
Almighty!"
harem training should relive the Law- Hicknrd wus up to. Twice, he hnd turn, she would get better enrds.
man's pocket thut, his happiness,
seen
him
with
MueLenn
go
und
up,
"The
In the hall of the Desert hotel, the
river!" screamed tho women. Why should he not thank the gods?
rence days. The enmity of those- two
men, both her lovers, was pregnant Estrada. Once, there n large flare of party was assembling. Mrs. Hardin's The men were surrounding MucLean, His gods were speaking!
For when
I
Rut
he
Some
wouldn't
ask
of roving eye scoured tho hall. Rlcknrd whose horse wus prancing as If with the waters of the great river run back
with romantic suggestion. The drama light.
fool
his
tinkering!
was not there. Patton called her from the Importance of having carried a to the desert, the long ago outraged
of desert and river centered now in tho
Ills sister's gaze rested on him with the desk. Some one wanted her nt Bevere.
"The levee!" called
story of (ierty Hardin. Itlckard, who
gods were no longer angry. The towns
"Where's Hurdln?" He spurred might go, but the greut Indian gods
had never married!
The deduction, concern. He had too little tj do. She the telephone. It was Hicknrd, of
Traction Engine Hauling Material for
once unveiled, lost all Its shyness. And guessed that his title, consulting en- course, at the office; to say he hud his mare toward Hardin, who was were showing their good will !
Construction of Road.
She Joined a group at the levee,
every one saw thut ho disliked her hus- gineer, was a mocking one, that his heen detained. The fear which had blacker than Napoleon at Austerlltz.
chief, at least, did not consult him. been chilling her passed by.
band !
"You're needed. They're all need- winding her veil over mouth and fore
Is
now
used or can be used, or forms
She knew now that she had never Was It true, what she had heard, that
It was not Itlckard on the wire, but ed." The other voices broke In, the head. Dark shapes swayed near her,
connecting link not to exceed ten
loved Tom. She had turned to him In he had made a fluke about the ma- Mrs. Hatfield, loquacious and coquet- men pressing up.
This threatened The wind was making havoc of the
those days of pride when Itlckard's chinery? He was looking seedy. He tish. She urged a frightful neuralgia, them all. Bllnn's ranch lay in the mad waters rushing down from the miles in length of any road or roads
now or hereafter used, for the transhud been letting his clothes go. He and
She Spent Most of Her Days at the anger still held him aloof. How
hoped that she was not putting ravaged sixth district. Nothing would channel. The noise of wind and wamany
Sewing Machine.
times had she gone over those unreal looked like a man who has lost grip; her hostess to any inconvenience at save him. Youngberg belonged to ters wus appalling. Strange loud portation of the United States malls,
In a
this lust moment.
She wanted to water company number one; their voices came through the din, of In- excluding every street and. road
had continued It. Oakland had report-m- i hours! Who could have known that who has been shelved.
She knew he was sleeping badly. prolong the conversation hnd the ditches would go. Hollister and Wil- dians, Mexicans; guttural sounds. Men place having a population, as shown
the flames creeping up tho resi- his anger would last? That hour in
the latest available federal census,
None of Every morning now she found the guests all come? Were they really son of the Palo Verde saw ruin ahead ran past her, currying shovels, pulling by
dence Mils of that gay Western city. the honeysuckles ; his kisses
of 2,500 or more, except that portion
Cinders were already falling in the Hardin's rougher kisses hud swept her couch rumpled. Not much pretense of going? Then she must be getting old. of them. Each man was visualizing sacks of sand; lanterns, blown dim. of
such street or road along which
memory of her exquisite delight de mnrltul congeniality. Things were go- for n night like this dismayed her! Ihe mad onward sweep of that de- flushed their pule light on her chilled theany
trnnsbny town.
houses average more than 200 feet
there
cheeks.
lirious
ing
as
was
her
wus
Like
badly,
her
room
was
Itlckard
there
felt
the
the
receiver.
joy,
power.
Gerty
stroying
ghosts,
dropped
rudely
Not even the levee, she knew then, apart."
c
for triumph. She had seen herself
"Everybody has accepted," Gerty abrupt. But was she to stand there women huddled In the
"Where's Hardin?"
The new act also raises the govern
would save the towns. This was th '
Tom Hardin emerged from a knot clear of the noisy hoarding house. Her was saying. "They have been waiting pnhbling all night, her guests wait roud.
ment limit of contribution from not to
end.
Is
now?"
"Where
it
demanded
of men who were talking in a corner self, Gerty Holmes, the wife of u pro- for me to set the date."
Blinn.
ng?
exceed $10,000 a mile to not exceed
"And you cater to hlra, let him
She prayed that Itlckard would be
"It's here, right on us. You're all
fessor; able to have the tilings she
by tho door.
$20,000 a mile, taking account of highI
to
all.
wonder
have
no
!hem
do
dangle
you
needed
the
when
craved,
she
at
bawled
there
"Where's that machinery?"
returned.
What
why you
levee,"
openly;
longer
er present costs of labor and materials.
What will Rickard think when
It, unless It's to hurt me."
"What machinery?"
having to scheme for them.
travesty If the guest of honor should
he reaches the levee to find HarThe law also authorizes the secre
"Hurt
!
cried
his
you,
It
was
Tom,"
The levee
There was a dash for
Itlckard saw the answer to his queswife, her disappoint her! Though he was not
through Klckard's eyes Hint
din gone on a melodramatic, if
tary of war to transfer to the secreshe had seen the shortcomings of the deep blue eyes wide with dismay.
tion In the other's face.
buggies, a scraping of wheels, the
r.
useful, dash up the river, leaving
tary of agriculture material, equip
"The dredge machinery. Did you college hoarding house. She hail ac- "How can you say such a thing? But
whinnying of frightened horses. Some
the men fighting the rising river
ment and supplies suitable for highway
one recalled the flashes of light they
attend to that? Did you send for It?" quired a keen consciousness of those If It Is given for him, how can I do
leaderless
and i sorganized?
Improvement and not needed by the
had seen on leaving town.
"Oli, yes, that's all right. It's all quizzical eyes. When they had isolated anything else than let hlra arrange
."What
Innes grasps the situation and
ar department
were those lights signals?"
her, at lust, appealing to her sympa- the day to suit himself? It would be
right."
jumps into the breach. Don't
The original federal aid road act
"
"Is it here?"
"From the
MacLean's
her funny for the guest of honor not to
thy or amusement, separating
miss the next installment
which became law In July, 1916, approvoice split the wind. "The wires are
llanlin attempted Jocularity. "1 from ail those boisterous students, her be present, wouldn't It?"
"I don't see why you want to make
all down between the Crossing and the
didn't know as you wanted it here. I dream of bliss hud begun.
priated $75,000,000 to aid In the con
In those days, she had seen Hardin him a guest of honor," he retreated,
ITO BE CONTINUED.)
struction of post roads during a
towns. Coronel was on the tower he
ordered It sent to Yuma."
"If It at Yuma?"
through the eyes of the young Instruc- covering his position.
period ending June 30, 1921, and
got the signal from the Heading he's
buildHardin admitted that It was not yet tor, younger by several years than his
Gently, Gerty expressed her belief
been there each night for a week!" MANY CARILLONS WERE SAVED $10,000,000 to aid In forest-roaThis was a greut night for his chief,
at Ynma; It would be there soon; he pupil. Her thud of disappointed anger, that she was doing the best thing for
ing during a
period ending
of dislike, when the face of Hardin her husband In getting up a public af
Famous Bells of Belgium Not All De June 30, 1926. Not over $3,000,000 of
had written; oh. It was all right.
Itlckard
the original $85,000,000 had been ex
"When did yon write?"
peered through the leafy screen ! To fair for his successor. She did think
stroyed by Hun Ravages of
Gerty Hardin caught the thrill of
.the Country,
How splendid, how
his
pended prior to 1919, so that $82,000,-00Ilardln reddened under the cate- have waited, prayed for that moment, that Tom would see that It showed
plus $209,000,000, or a total of
chism of questions. He resented be- and to have it spoiled like that ! There they had no feeling.
triumphant
I think it a fine Idea," agreed In
Thinking of peace memorials, the $291,000,000 of federal funds, will be
Innes found herself in her brother's
ing held up before his men. The oth- had been days when she had wept because
not
she
hud
shown her anger nes heartily. "I'm sure Tom will, too.
ers felt the electricity In the air. Harbuggy. His horse, under the whip, United States will be the richer for available, of which $287,000,000 will be
din and hln successor were glaring at How could she know that everything when he thinks about
But she did
dashed forward. Suddenly he pulled the possession of carillons, those gi available during the next three years.
would end there; end, just beginning! not give him any chance to express
as they might be
each other like belligerents.
It back on its haunches, narrowly gantic
Her boarding-boushad himself. "How are you going to man
"I asked when did you write?"
training
Mac- - culled, for which Belgium was, and POOR HIGHWAYS ARE COSTLY
"Where's
averting a jam.
taught her to be civil. It was atlll age It Gerty? You said It was going
Lean
happily can still be famous. Many of
"Yesterday."
The boy rode back. "Who's call ber carillons, with from 38 to 52 bells, Economic Less to
Testerdny I" Itlckard ripped ont vivid to her, her anxiety, her tremu- - to be progressive
the United State
an oath. "Yesterday. Why at alL I'd lousness with Hardin talking forever "We shall draw for partners," said
ranging from little ones that weigh
ing me?"
Placed at Annual Figure ef
"Give me your horse," demanded only a few pounds to big ones of six
tike to know? Did yon understand of a play he had Just seen; Itlckard Mrs. Hardin. "And change every half
(504,000,000.
Hardin.' ."You take my sister home." or seven tons, were destroyed by shell
that yon were ordered to get that growing stlffer, angrier, refusing to a mile. The first lap will be two
look
warm
those
still
at
his
with
or
some
fire
will
but
some
Now.
that
lips
of
Hardin's
miles;
It's
was
excitement
enemy
litre?
spoliation,
torn like
give
gone."
party
Gerty
The congressional report of 1914
kisses I
In cutting for partners." Easy, being
a bow of useless finery. Facing the the best have survived uninjured. The
"Gone?" The others crowded up.
placed the economic loss to the United
next
And
still
the
to
the
with
bells
withhold
no
day,
angry
one
of
"Ban Ftancatco'a
wind
He
could talk; no one
hostess,
now,
Iseghem were taken away by States
any slip she
burning."
through poor roads at an anwalked Into bU Inner office, mad clear her. Ah, the puzzled desolation of pleased, easy to make It seem acciwanted to talk. Each was threshing the Germans, and recaptured and
nual figure of $504,000,000 for transout his own thoughts; personal ruin brought back by the British.
The
through. He was not thinking of the those weeks before she had salved her dental !
Hardened.
Gerty's Pretty Lips
"When Is this circus coming off?"
stared them In the face. Every man carillon of Mallnes survived In a tow- portation costs alone. The heavy Inruin of the gay young city; not a hurt; with pride, and then with love I
crease tn tonnage since that time
among the different groups, her con- was remembering that reckless ex er that was seven times hit by artilthought yet did he have of the human Those days of misery before she could Inquired her husband.
"Mr. Itlckard says he will be back fidence in his punctiliousness reas- posed cut of Hardin's; pinning their lery; but the keyboard was smashed probably makes the loss today close to
tragedies enacting there; of homes, convince herself that she had been In
The from which Josef Benyn, one of the $1,000,000,000 a year.
lives, fortunes swept into that huge love with love, not with her fleeing oa the first; that hell be free on the sured her. She must hold them a lit- hope to that ridiculed levee.
bonfire. As It affected the work at the lover I Hardin was there, eager to be second."
in the world.
tle longer. She flitted gaily from one horses broke into a reckless gallop. greatest
Becomes Good Roads Advocate.
"For half an hour, I'll listen to Mrs. standing group to another. Her eyes the buggies lurching wildly as they bravely rang out the national airs of
rlTer. the Bret block to bis campaign, noticed. That affair, she could see
The man who buys an automobile
lacked
finesse.'
The axles Belgium while the Invaders were get- finds' so
the catastrophe came home to him. He now, bad
Youngberg tell me how hard It Is to constantly questioned the clock.
dodged one another.
much
and conveni
Itlckard had certainly loved her, or have to do without servants, as she's
had a picture of tortured, twisted
"How long are you going to wait creaked and strained. The wind tore ting ready to enter the town.
And ence In Its use pleasure
hta
that he wants
Iron, of ruined machinery, the ma- why had he never married? Why had never done It In her life before. For for Mrs. Hatfield?"
Her husband away the bats of the women, rent now the carillon of Mallnes can re- able to ass It at all times of the to
year,
Mrs. Hatfield will came up, protesting.
their pretty chiffon veils.
sume Its Interrupted, weekly concerts, hence he becomes a
chinery for bis dredge. He saw It lying be left so abruptly his boarding house another
good roads
The dusty road was peopled with one of which. Just before the war. Is
like a spent Laocoon. writhing In It In midterm? Doesn't Jealousy confess flirt with me, and Mrs. Mlddleton will
"Mrs. Hatfield," she explained dislast straggle. He blamed himself for love? Some day, he would tell her; tell me all about 'her dear little kid- tantly, "Is not coming. We are wait- dark formless shapes.. The signals said to have had an audience of at
had spread the alarm;' the desert least 30,000.
lea rtna; even such a small detail aa the what a hideous mistake hers had dles.' Sounds cheerful. Why didn't ing for Mr. BIckard."
Progressing With Few Jolts.
No one has to
ituutening of the parts to Hardin's been I She onght not to have rushed yon choose cards?
"He didn't come In on that train; world was flocking to the gorge of the
Apparently the good roads move.
care, for Hardin wasn't fit to be trust-A- d Into that marriage. She knew now It talk then."
he's at the Heading." Hardin added New river, to the levee.
Evangeline.
neut Is going ahead with few Jolts.
There was an Interval when his wife something about trouble at the Intake,
The women were dumped without
for anything. No one could tell had always been the other. Bat life
Longfellow's beautiful story Is not
tilm now the man was unlucky; he was not finished, yet!
appeared to be balancing hla sugges- but Gerty did not heed. Tom had ceremony on the sidewalk, under the historical. It was based on the fact
Splendid Investment.
The date set for her summer tion. "No. I think It will have to be known and had not told her when screened bird cage of the Desert of the expulsion of the Acadians from
was a fool. A month wasted, and
The country can afford good roads.
A
had
I've
"widowhood"
told
one
month?
she
Months.
were
but
for
come,
about
lin
hotel.
was
to
her
time
teeth
every
call It off!
there
drive;
precious.
Grand Pre, bat beyond that the story They are a splendid investment.
Shivering,
yet
pretty
days
"A pretty time to tell me I" Had chattering,
gered. Various reasons, splendid and It"
Hartta's lack. Oh, hsUl
Oerty Hardin ushered Is fiction.
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position behind a stone wall, Sergt.
Hestrovltch voluntarily left cover and
crawled through heavy machine gun
and shell fire to where the officer lay.
Sergt. Mestrovlteh took the officer
upon his back and crawled hack to a
place of safety, where he administered
first aid treatment, his exceptional
heroism saving the (dUcer's life. Sergt.
Mestrovltch's home was In Fresno, Cal.

Atwrira'a
Smmortalu
Moat striking instances
of gallantry for which
the Distinguished Service
Ctom has been awarded

I

The blood of every loyal Amerir
can will he stirred by the little stories of conspicuous bravery on the
part of A merican soldiers in France
that are printed below. These are
only a few of thousands of cases of
unusual gallantry that won for
fighters the Dislinguislied
Service Cross. These cases have been
Ter-shin-

picked out by General Pershing's
staff as among the most notable of
the thousands that are now a part
of the official record of the American expeditionary forces.
QEOROE 8. ROBB,
First Lieutenant, 369th Infantry.
For conspicuous gallantry, beyond
the call of duty, near Seclmult. France,
September 29 and 80, Lieut. Robb
was awarded the Distinguished Service Cross. While lending his platoon
In the assault on Seclmult, Lieut. Robb
wns severely wounded by machine gun
fire, but rather than go to the rear for
proper treatment, he remained with
his platoon, until ordered to the dressing station by his commanding offi
mm.
cer. Returning wltnm lorty-nv- e
utes, he remained on duty throughout
he entire night, Inspecting his lines
and establishing outposts. Early the
next morning he was again wounded,
once again displaying remarkable devotion to duty by remaining In com
mand of his platoon. Later the same
day a bursting shell added two more
wounds, the same shell killing his
commanding officer and two officers
of his company. He then assumed
command of his company, and organ
ized Its position In the trenches. Dis
playing wonderful courage and te
naclty at the critical times, he was
the only officer of bis battalion who
advanced beyond the town and by
clearing machine gun and sniping
posts, contributed largely to the aid
of his battalion In holding their objective. His example of bravery and
fortitude and his eagerness to con
tlnue with his mission despite severe
wounds, set before the enlisted men
of his command a most wonderful
standard of morale and
Lieut. Robb's home address Is 308
South Twelfth street, Snllna, Kan.,
where his mother lives.

ARTHUR F. BRANDT,
Corporal, Co. E, 168th Infantry.
Corporal Brandt, whose home was
with his mother, Mrs. W. F. Brandt at
Postvllle, Iowa, won the Distinguished

Service Cross for conspicuous bravery
in action northeast of Verdun, France,
October 16, 1918. After his compuny
had been in action three days, during
the attack on the Cote de Chatillon
and was to be relieved, Corporal
Brandt volunteered to guide the company to a position of security In the
rear which he hud selected. While
the relief was being made under shell
fire, this soldier and four others were
severely wounded by a bursting shell
Realizing thnt his wound would prove
fatal, Corporal Brandt while being cur
ried on a stretcher Indicated the route
to be tiiken by the compuny, being
wounded In the face and scarcely able
to talk. Through his extraordinary
fortitude and will power, the company
wns able to reach its position over
difficult terrain and under enemy fire,
Corporal Brandt died from his wounds
the next day.
REIDER WAALER,
Sergeant, Company A, 105th
Machine Gun Battalion.
Sergeant Waaler was decorated for
conspicuous gallantry In action near
Konssoy, France, September 27, 1918.
Sergeant Waaler, In the fuce of heavy
artillery and machine gun fire, crawled
forward to a burning British tank, In
which some of the crew were Imprisoned, and succeeded in rescuing two
men. Although the tank was then
burning fiercely and contained ammunition which was likely to explode at
any time, this soldier Immediately returned to the tank and entering it,
made a search for the other occupants,
remaining until he satisfied himself
rhnt there were no living men In the
tank. His home address Is Noretrand,
Norway.
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A man who has been bitten twice by
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THE RISEN LORD.
28:1-1LESSON TEXT-Mat,h- ew
GOLDEN TEXT He la risen, as he
(aid. Matthew 28:.
ADllTu,..AL MATERI L Luke Mj 1

uunmniuns ID.
PRIMARY TOPIC-- An
angel tells about
the resurrection of Jesus.
JUNIOR TOPIC-T- he
itory of an empty
WIIIU,

INTERMEDIATE
TOPIC The living
ChrlBt.
SENIOR AND ADULT TOPIC The
meaning or Christ's resurrection.
I. The Visit of the Women to the
Sepulcher (28:1).
They cnino early to see the sepulcher.
Their zeal and love exceeded that of
even Peter, James nnd John. "Worn
en were last lit the cross und first at
the tomb."
II. The Earthquake (28:4).
Tills occurred when the glorious angel descended to roll the stone away
rrom the tomb. This work of the an
gel was noi to allow Jesus to escape
nut to show that the tomb was empty,
Christ needed not the help of a glo
rious angel, for he wus raised up by
Ills own power as the seal of his aton
ing work upon the cross. The open
tomb and the angel sitting upon the
stone with culm dignity Is a picture
or uotl's triumph over the devil, and
the terror of the keepers Is a sample
of what nil of Christ's enemies shall
one day experience when he comes In
glory to reign as king.
III.
The Angel's Message to the
Women (28:5-7)- .
1. "Fear not" (v. 5). While the ene
mies have occasion to fear, those who
love the Lord receive good news from
the empty tomb. The Lord will not
long leave those who follow him, In
suspense and dreud. The empty tomb
puts nn end to all doubts and fears.
It Is the proof thnt the question of
sin Is dealt with and that God Is satis
fled, carrying with It the assurance of
eternnl victory.
2. "Come see" (v. fl).
The ungel
said that the Lord had risen, and ir
vited the women to see the pluce where
he lay.
8. "Come quickly" (v. 7). The women must see for themselves and then
go tell the message. Experience must
precede testimony. They were to go
quickly to the dlsclplea with the
blessed messuge, with the assurance
that the Lord would go before and
meet them.
IV.
Meets the Women
Jesus

k
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WILLIE 8ANDLIN,
Sergeant, Company A, 132nd
Infantry.
Sergeant Snndlln was decorated for
conspicuous gallantry In action at Bols
De Forges, France, September 26,
1918.
Sergeant Sandlin showed conspicuous gallantry In action at Bols
De Forges on September 26, by advancing alone directly on a machine
gun nest which was holding up the line
with its fire. He killed the crew with
a grenade and enabled the line to adLnter In the day Sergeant
vance.
Sandlin attacked alone nnd put out
of action two other machine gun nests, (28:8-10)- .
The women rendered instant obediANDREW B. LYNCH,
setting a splendid example of bravery
Second Lieutenant, 110th Infantry, and coolness to his men. His brother, ence and were running to bring word
Johnnie Sandlin, lives In Hayden, to the disciples. Jesus met them on
Lieutenant Lynch was awarded the
the way. Those who have an experiDistinguished Service Cross for un Kentucky.
mental knowledge of Christ should
usual bravery In action near Apremont,
ARCHIE A. PECK,
speedily go to tell others of It. To all
France, September 29, 1918. Lieuten
such the Lord will nppeiir und bring
Private, Company A, 307th
ant Lynch while a sergennt on duty
Joy.
Infantry.
with a 87 mm. gun section of his com
V.
Resurrection
Christ's
What
Private reck was decorated for conpany was moving the guns to a more
Cor. 15).
advantageous position when he learned spicuous gallnntry und intrepidity Guarantees to Us (1
1. The Integrity of tlm Scglptures
that the officer In charge of the party above and beyond the call of duty In
hod been captured by nn enemy pa- the Argonne forest, France, October 6, (vv. 3, 4). The Old Testament Scriptrol. Organizing a group of five men, 1918. While engaged with two other tures told of the advent, death nnd
Lieutenant Lynch Immediately at soldiers on patrol duty, Private Peck resurrection of Christ. Christ's resurtucked the Germans, killed 15 of them and his comrades were wounded. Re rection guve tlie senl of authentication
and liberated the officer. Immediate turning to his company, he obtained to ihem. Christ relinked the disciples
to Emtnniis for their disly afterward Lieutenant Lynch took another soldier to accompany him, to on the way
the
command of 75 men and launched a assist In bringing in the wounded. His belief of the Scriptures concerning
.
counter-attacon the enemy, driving assistant was killed in the exploit but resurrection (Luke 24:13-26)2. The reality of the divine person
nlm back for more thnn a kilometer. Private Peck continued on, twice reLieutenant Lynch Is married, his wife turning and safely bringing In both (Itom. 1 :4). Jesus claimed to lift one
He predicted his
living at 2446 Franklin street, Phila men, being under terrific machine gun with the Father.
fire during the entire Journey. His coming forth from the (lend (Matt.
delphia, Pa.
He declared thnt no one
1
borne is in Hornell, N. Y.
16:21).
could take his life from him. He had
FRANK GAFFNEY,
CHARLES D. BARGER,
power to lay his life down und tnke
Private, First Class, Company G, 108th
He died
(John 10:15-18Private, First Class, Company L, 354th it up again willed
Infantry.
to do so. The life
because he
Infantry.
Private Gnffney earned his Distinwhich he laid down must lie resumed
Private Burger was awarded the nt the completion of his sacrificial
guished Service Cross by conspicuous
conCross
for
Service
in
action
near
Distinguished
gallantry
RonRSoy,
work. Ills coming forth from i'
France, September 29, 1918. Private spicuous gallantry in action near the grave proved thnt he wus what hu
October
Bols
an
de
automatic
France,
Gnffney,
Banthevllle,
rifleman, push'
claimed to lie.
ed forward alone with his gun, after 31, 1918. Learning that two daylight
3. The sufficiency of Christ's nlon-ini- i
all the other members of his squad had patrols hud been caught out In No
On the
sncrlHce (Iloin. 4:25).
been killed, discovered several Ger- Man's Land and were unable to return, cross Christ exclaimed, "It Is finished."
mans placing a heavy machine gun in Private Burger and another stretcher
Hy t lie resurrection (Jod declared to
position. He killed the crew, captur- bearer, upon their own initiative, the universe that an adequate remedy
ed the gun, bombed several dugouts made two trips 600 yards beyond our for sin had been provided. The resurand, after killing four more of the en lines, under constant machine gun fire, rection of Christ Is God's certificate
emy with his pistol, held the position and rescued two officers. His uncle, that an adequate sucrifice has been
until reinforcements came up, when Henry S. McFeron, lives in Stott City,
provided for sin.
eighty prisoners were captured. His Miss.
4. Our life and Immortality (I Cor,
home is Id Lockport, N. Y and his
15:20). He Is the first fruits of them
father Is Wllber GafTney, Chapel street
WALTER 8. 8EVALIA,
that slept. "Because I live ye shall
Co. F, 7th Engineers.
live also." The guarantee that innn In
Corporal,
JOHN J. FARRELL,
the
Integrity of his being spirit, soul
was
decorated
Sevalla
for
Corporal
Private, Company B, 354th Infantry. extraordinary heroism In action near nnd hotly shall live again Is furnished
Private Fan-el-l (deceased) was dec- Breuilles, France, November 3, 1918. us in Christ's death und resurrection.
orated for conspicuous gallantry in Corporal Sevalia swam the Meuse river
"He Is Faithful That Promised."
action near Kemonville, France, No with a cable for a pontoon bridge, un
Every promise of Scripture is a
vember 1. 1918. When the combat der direct machine gun fire. Later he
group of which he was a member was carried a cable for another bridge over writing of God, which muy be pleaded
held np by machine gun fire of the the Est canal, across an open field before him with this reasonable reenemy. Private Farrell left the group. covered by enemy machine guns. Here quest: "Do as thou hast said." The
creature
Crawling around to the flank of the he was wounded by a machine gun Creator will not cheat his
nest he charged with his bayonet. The bullet, but returned carrying a mes who depends upon his truth; and far
enemy surrendered and his comrades sage of great importance. Corporal more, the Heavenly Father will not
break his word to his own child.
took the gun, after which the advance Sevalla's home Is in Brule, Wis.
"Remember the word unto thy sercontinued. Private Farrell was so
1
on' which thou hnst caused me
vant,
seriously wounded during the combat
E.
ALPHEU8
8TEWART,
to hope." Is most prevalent pleading.
that he died before he could be reCompany G, 107th Infantry. It is a double argument: It Is thy
moved from the field. Paterson, N.
J, Private,
Private Stewart received the Distin word, witl thou not keep It? Why hast
His home.
guished War Cross in recognition ef thou spoken of It If thou make It not
unusual gallantry In action near Rons- good? Thou hast caused me to hope
JAMES I. ME8TROVITCH,
France, September 29, 1918. Dis in It; wilt thou disappoint the hope
soy,
Sergeant, Company C, 11th Infantry.
a severe wound In the head, which thou hast thyself begotten in
regarding
8ergt. Mestrovlteh (deceased) deco- Private Stewart fearlessly advanced met C. H. Spufgeon.
rated for exceptional bravery in saving toward an enemy machine gun nest
the life of his company commander at and
To Love Life.
put It out of action with a greFlsmette, France. August 10, 1918. See- nade a few seconds before he was
Is It a sin to love life? Not a sin
his
ing
captain lying wounded thirty killed by fire from another machine exactly, but a mistake. It is a sin to
yards In front of the line, after his gun nest near by. His home was In love some life, a mistake to love the
company had withdrawn to a sheltered Jordanton, Tex.
rest. Because that love Is lost All
that Is lavished on It Is lost Christ
does not say II is wrong to love life.
KNOW ONLY TWO SEASONS.
BEWARE OF COMPROMISES.
It Is loss. Each man
He simply a
has only a certain amount of life, of
There are bnt two seasons the
a definite, measurOne
In making' difficult time, of attention
ret and the dry at the equator In decisionstemptation
Is to compromise. Ton aren't able quantity. If he gives any of it to
Africa, The former (summer) last sure which way Is the best, you seek this life solely, it Is wasted. Thereeight months, .with the thermometer to combine the advantages of both? and fore. Christ says hate life, limit life,
averaging from 110 to 125 degrees many
time merely combine all Jhe lest you steal your love for it from
Fahrenheit During the dry or "cold" disadvantages. To be sure, there are
that deserves It more.
season of four months the thermome- times when a compromise Is the wisest romething
ter stands at about 70 'degrees. It ft coarse, bnt there) are Just as many
Least Touch of Faith.
then that the Datives, who bare been time when It Is cowardice and weak
There ere. trembling in the band of
in
hired
their bamboo huts so long nesa. How can one tell which ttmaa God. ready m fall Into our hands, all
by the rain, desert their towns and are which? Well, that la simply an- the Rifts we want only waiting for
act oat for the forests and Jungles.
other decision tor yon.
the least touch of faitli. The Bishop
af London.
1
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the same dog Is better adapted to that
business than any other.
Josh Billings.

HELPFUL HINT8 FOR THE HOUSEWIFE.
When baking a pastry shell for a
cream, custard or lemon pie. Invert
the pie tin and bake the
crust on the bottom.
Such a shell keeps Its
shape better.
If using sweet cream
nnd It has turned, add a
pinch of soda and salt
and proceed as it It were
perfectly sweet.
If turnips are strong, change the
water once while boiling nnd season
them with crenm Instend of butter.
When you hnve added too much
sodn to a mixture, odd a teaspoonful
of vinegar to counteract It.
Crust In teakettles can be prevented by keeping a clam or oyster shell
In the kettle.
To whiten clothes put a teaspoonful
of borax in the rinsing water.
Add a cupful of mashed potato to
the bread sponge; It will keep moist
longer.
Iron table linen quite damp, and
until It Is perfectly dry, which will
give gloss nnd stiffness.
Cleun
sinks nnd buthtnhs nnd
bowls with a cloth dampened In kerosene.
Pineapple Juice is excellent for sore
throat and croup. The plnenpple contains a vegetable pepsin whicli Is recommended for dyspepsln. Eat the ripe
fruit with salt, If used ns medicine.
Two dust mops, one for downstairs
and the other up. will save many steps
when cleaning. A
mop used
each dny on the hnrdwood floors
keeps them always In good condition.
Five minutes will dust a floor, nfter
the room Is In order. With the weekly sweeping and cleaning of rugs, the
rooms ore alwnys presentnhle.
Use a curry cotnh kept for the purpose in scaling fish. Scald them nnd
hold hy the tnll when cleaning.
Parsley eaten after onions will kill
the odor of onions nn the breath.
A high stool with a hack makes a
fine seat for one when Ironing.
Some
women use such a stool when dish
washing, and mnny other tasks moy be
lightened hy Its use.
Bnke a lemon until thoroughly hot
and it will yield nil Its Juice when
squeezed. Mixed with sugar the hot
Juice Is especially good for throat
trouble.
well-oile-

"Some hae meat that canna eat.
And some there be that want It:
But we hae meat, and we can eat,
And so the Lord be thanktt."

If when In your endeavor to achieve
a high purpose you meet with misunderstanding and apparent defeat, let
your solace b? found In the memory of
him whose mission on earth culminated In Calvary.
WITH FISH.

A DAY

As fish Is one of our most vnlnnliK
foods and In many localities Is found
in ulmndsnce. It
should find a
on out
place
tables In some

form at least once
a week.
In choosing a
flsh see that the
eyes are bright
und prominent, the flesh firm nnd the
odor sweet.
Clean the fish hy holding it firmly by
the tail and scraping toward the head,
Pour boiling water over It to loosen
the scales, then they will lie more
easily removed. A curry coinli kept
for that purpose makes a good fish
scaler.
Small flsh are best fried nnd the
best fat for frying Is n vegetable oil as
It leaves no taste and does not burn
easily.
To prepare u small flsh for frying,
after careful cleaning wipe dry Inside
and out. Hull in flour, then in beaten
egg to which a teaspoonful of water
has been added, then In sifted crumbs,
Have the oil very hot. When It
a cube of bread in forty seconds It Is ready. Drop In the fish and
cook from Ave to seven minutes; drain
on absorbent paper nnd serve hot.
Baked Flsh. Cleun, wash and wipe'
dry a firm fish weighing three or four
pounds, rub Inside and out with salt
and pepper and till with any desired
Sew up the flsh and lay In a
stufllng.
pan with strips of thin suit pork over
It, which will baste it while cooking.
Hnke from one to one nnd a half
hours, busting occasionally. Serve with
a drawn butter sauce.
Codfish Balls. Tuke two cupfuls of
codfish, two cupfuls of mashed potatoes with a little cream, one egg, one
tulilespoonful.of butter and salt if desired, with n few dashes of pepper.
Form into halls, roll in beaten egg,
then in bread crumbs and fry In deep
fat.
Salt Mackerel Soak the fl'sV In
cold water, changing the water several
times until the flsh is fresh enough.
Lay In a linking pan and cover with
thin cream; bake for twenty minutes
In a moderate oven. Serve for breakfast with linked potutoes.

jjgSmer
Hints for House Cleaning Time.
Having cleaned floors, woodwork
and furniture, the attention turns naturally to floor coverings which need
Waxed floors
frequent
cleaning.
should rarely be washed except
before rewnxlng, and a wood floor
if
can be kept from scratches
the legs of the chairs and tallies have
a bit of felt pasted on the bottom.
For this purpose old felt bats may
be used.
Care of Rugs.
Gnod rugs con be safely scrubbed,
and professional rug cleaners do this
work very successfully. It is a good
Idea to stipulate that they nre to be
simply scrubbed with suds when
turning them over to the clennpr, for
sometimes n blench Is used on them.
Scrubbing Is perhaps the most satiss
factory method of clennlng a
rug, but might prove fatal to
one made of poor material or dyed
with Inferior colors. Nearly all rugs
redye well, but this is work for a
professional, nnd not for the housekeeper.
Ordinarily nil thot Is needed Is
a vacuum cleaner to keep rugs
thoroughly clean. If you hnve none,
tnke your rugs Into the ynrd
and sweep (hem thoroughly with a
r
broom.
This will keep the
and hangings clean, nnd you won't
hnve to brent he the dust which you
nre sweeping. A good sweeping with
the carpet sweeper will do in the
meantime.
To Keep a Rug Flat.
When the edge of u rug persists In
curling up, lay over It, on the wrong
side, n dump cloth, und on this place
a moderately hot Iron.
Let it stand
for a few minutes and the steam will
make the rug lie perfectly flat.
An old corset steel dress-stay- ,
or
diagpiece of stiff wire
onally at the corners, on the wrong
side of a much used tapestry rug, will
keep it from curling up.

Another way to avoid the turned-ucorners of rugs Is to sew a pocket of
some cheap material on the underside
of each corner; then slip in a piece of
tin, which you can have cut the exThe
act size at a hardware store.
corners cannot curl.
The Care of Matting.
The broom, even (he covered one, Is
not good for matting, and neither Is
the frequent use of the wet cloth. The
used across the grain,
Is better; nnd the vucuuin-elcone- r
Is,
But in beof course, best of all.
tween the latter two comes the henrjh-brusto the
which is a
r
to the
matting and a
liouseworker. To go over a matting-covere- d
room with a dustpan nnd one
of these brushes is a matter of only
These
a few minutes.
brushes, thus used, raise little dust
they keep tho matting and the corners In proper condition, and they do
not roughen nnd injure the matting's
surface. Another merit is that they
may be washed without injury if they
nre quickly dried.
To Lay Straw Matting Smoothly.
This is n hard thing to do ns the
cheaper grades are likely to get
wrinkled and to wear In ridges.
When you put the matting down, get
It as smooth as possible; then, with a
pall of hot water, to which a cupful
of common suit has been ndded, mop
and wash the matting as if it were
dirty. I'se the salt water freely, renew-lu- g
often enough to keep it hot. Wash
with the gruln of the matting, nnd
leave it quite damp. In drying, the
mnttlng will shrink Into place. The
salt toughens the straw und prevents
It from breaking.
carpet-sweepe-
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Spring Colors.
The warmest of colors are In fash-Io- n
for spring. All the shades of red
are Included and most of those of
browns anil yellows. Tomato red, rose
color and flame are mentioned.
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Capelike Wraps

He is happiest who hath power
To gather wisdom from every flower
And wake his heart In every hour
To pleasant gratitude.
William Wordsworth.

FOOD FOR THE FAMILY.

GOOD THINGS FOR THE FAMILY.
A small amount of ment may he ex

tended over other material making a
dish both nourishing and
satisfying.
Curried Lamb With
a
Macaroni.
Brown
pound of lamb for stewing, add n small amount
of water and cook until
Cook n helf
tender.
pound of macaroni In
water.
salted
boiling
drain and pour cold wa
ter through it. In a saucepan unit
two tablespnonfuls of fat, add tvn
toblespoonfuls of flour, two tnh'e- spoonftils of curry powder, one tm- of a
spoonful of salt and
teaspoonful of pepper. Add two cut- fuls of milk gradually, stirring constantly; cook until smooth. Put a
layer of cooked macaroni In a we'I- buttered casserole, then a layer of laiuh
nnd curry sauce. Repeat until all is
used. Cover nnd hnke In a moderate
oven one hour.
Carrot Pie. Scrape two mediumsized carrots, cut In small pieces and
cook until tender. Ira!n wep and put
through a potato rlcer. There should
he one nnd
cupfuls. To
the carrot add
teaspoonful
f
each of ginger nnd clniiiiir.nn.
one
of
half cupsalt,
teaspoonful
ful of sugar, two eggs beaten slightly
f
nnd one nnd
cupfuls of milk.
Mix well and hnke In a pie plate lined
with good rich pastrv.
Chocolate Nut Cookies. Bent two
eggs very light, without separating
the whites nnd yolks; gradually beat
In one cupful of sugar, two squares of
melted chocolate, half a cupful of
chopped nuts, half a teaspoonful ench
ttf salt and cinnamon, and hnlf a cupful
of flour. Let stand a few minutes lo
chill the chocolate and then turn out
nn a floured hoard; roll in a thin sheet
and cut In shapes. Dredge with sugar
and bake In a moderate oven.
Vegetarian Scrapple. Mix one cup
ful of cornmeal. one medium-sizeonion
chopped, one carrot, also
f
a green pepper
chopped,
chopped, three teasponfuls of salt.
f
Cook all together In three and
cupfuls of boiling water; cook
for an hour slowly then add one cupful of chopped peanuts and turn the
mush Into a grensed bread pan to
mold. Cut In slices, dip In flour and
fry In hot fat.
Jellied Peaches. Drain whole can
ned peaches; place In a serving dish
ind pour over a glass of currant Jelly
that has been melted over hot water.
Dust with chopped almonds or cocoh
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Marine Tips.
Sailors have a curious way of knowing when their ship is approaching
land. They go to mother nature for
their knowledge. If you are on the
ship they may ask you to feel the
deck, which Is wet with dew. Even
though the stars are shining clearly,
and theaeea absolutely smooth, the
deck seems as though water had (Teen
poured across it The sailor will
then Inform yon that dew Is never to
be found more than thirty miles from
land, so the dew Is a good prophet.

There
which

are

many

are especially

fruit

desserts

good for the

clill--

,

ilrcn thnt are al
so easy to prepare ami much
more wholesome
than pies, cakes
unit puddings.
Jellied Apples.
Melt a cupful
of sugar In a cupful of boiling wa
ter; cook In It when boiling, three
cored and pared apples. Turn the apples often in cook tender and eveuiy,
without breaking. Let the apples cool
and to the sirup add sirup from leftover pineapple, pears or peaches, to
make one and
cupfuls
of sirup in all. In lids, dissolve one
'tnldespooiiful of gelatin Hint lias been
softened In a little cold water; nild
the Juice of half a lemon and chili.
Place half u walnut meat In a teacup,
put In apple and, as the jelly chills
and licuius to thicken, fill up the cup.
The rest uf the jelly is poured Into a
shallow dish and used, cut In cubes,
to garnish the dish.
s
Lemon Jumble:.
Beat
of
a cupful of shortening to a cream ;
one
of
gradually add
sugar, the
cupful
grated rind of a lemon, two beaten
eggs, two tublespoonfuls of thick sour
milk, half it teaspoonful of salt, two
cupfuls of flour sifted with
teaspoonful of soda. Mix well,
knead lightly, roll and cut into rings
with a doughnut cutter; dredge with
sugar nnd bake in a quick oven. This
recipe makes about forty cookies.
Hash. Put through a meat chopper
two cupfuls of ment, three cooked poonion. Bent
tatoes, one medium-sizef
an egg nnd add
cupful or less
of milk to It. Season with salt and
pepper and stir In one cupful of corn
Place a tnblespoonful of
flnkes.
sweet fat In a frying pan nnd turn In
the hash. Fry until brown.
,

three-quarter- s

It seems that we cannot soy "wrap"
his season without meaning "cape" or
dolman ' Yes, the dolman is with
us again, along with the cape und with
wraps in which the two are combined
Into one. There Is really a furore
In
favor of those loose hanging.
graceful garments and no end to
the variations by which designers
make them Interesting. Two of them
are shown here, one of cloth und one
of satin, the first n utility wrap nnd
the second a dressy but very generally
useful wrap combination of enpe und
dolman.
The wrnp nt the left, of heavy cloth,
mny be made uf any good coating. It
is almost a cne pure and simple, with
slits for the arms to which deep cuffs
It is cut with n deep
are set on.
Jane's Prospects.
yoke, with buttons decorating It at
Jane Do you think Jack will steal each side in rows. It has nn ample
another kiss?
collar of the material and Is recomJoan Well, my dear, they say
mended by being comfortable ns well
criminal alwnys returns to the scene of as stylish. It Is very simply designed,
his crime. London Answers.
as these wrap's go, and looks the part
of a smart and serviceable belonging
A Prospectus.
In the spring wardrobe.
The satin wrap is one of the mnny
"Some people will tnke our state
ment with a grain of salt."
handsome models in blnck. some of
"Never mind. Put a little pep In them having collars nnd linings in
anyway," said the great promoter-Louis- ville silks of contrasting colors, always In
Courier-Journaquiet tones. This particular garment
is all blnck, with silk embroidery on
Only Foolish Depend en Luck.
The person who depends upon luck USE FOR THE PRETTY SCRAPS
may find advancement for a time, but
any success which Is founded upon Patchwork Linings Are Effective on
luck or privilege Is bound to be unScarfs How to Produce the
stable. Take any great man or womNovelty.
an who has reached the top and yon
will find that they have fought every
Have yon scon them yet, the new
step of the way. It is neter an easy patchwork linings? They are particuthing to climb a high hill but there larly effective on scarfs. A bit of veIs always a good view at the top. lvet a bit of silk, some metal tissue,
If we are content to stand at the bot- even bead motifs, pieces of brocade,
tom and see other people climb, that anything nnd everything go to make
is up to us.
the very colorful patchwork linings.
You might cut your patches In con
d
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the collar and In a simple pattern on
It is very full, with nn
the cuffs.
ample shawl collar and a sash of the
sntln, that loops over ut the front and
is finished with flat silk tassels at
the ends.
A little excursion through the shops
in search of wraps, lends one to think
thnt the end of these cnpelike garments is nowhere in sight. There la
nearly no limit to the variety of Interesting models which enn be turned
out, nnd chnnces nre they nre due for
at least another senson's popularity.
A cape Is never
looking:
nnd the demand Is now for full, mantle-like
nnd
wraps, grnceful
ample,
thnt designers can vary to the limit of
their Ingenuity.

Flame and Cloud Gown.
A new creation that London calls "a
flame gown," Is a wonderful draping of
creie de chine. The lower part of the?
gown is of deep flume pink, which
fades in color to the top of the gowit
until it is of the softest pink that M
almost white, just like a 11a me on n
cloud, and It might be explained as a
gown of flame and cloud effect.

'

ventional shapes like little diamonds)
or triangles, or simply leave them
"patchy." Cut your whole foundation
lining of some thin stuff like silk muslin or net if It be a scarf lining that
"
you are making and then
your patches on that. Where uniformity of cut Is observed the pieces may
be made even more effective by but
g
or
them 08
in Mack. Even the Irregular shape
might he treated the same way with
equal effectiveness. Bright Idea fo
,
using up those pretty scraps I
"Jig-saw-

g

blanket-stitchin-

I

CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF
General and Personal
Governor Larrazolo addressed the
Bankhead
good roads convention
which he if attending at Mineral
Wells, on Tuesday morning, and Dr
S. M. Johnson spoke on Wednesday
evening.

J. B. Herndon banker of Albuquerque was a recent business visitor.
H. B. Hen in g, publisher of Albuquerque was in the city on business
Tuesday.

A. G. Bauer who has volunteered
Randall, former banker of
Taos, was in the c:ty the early part as street comm'ssioner for Santa Fe,
is getting splendid results on several
01 the week.
stretches of the city street system
B
is that he is having
and
S. Rodey of Albuquerque
among prominent barristers of the
state to visi the cap tal this week.
The Santa Fe chamber of comFormer state trea'vrcr Poy I.. ITatl merce met Tuesday nifrht to discus
is in the c:'v, on b'-- return hftne with members and others interested,
to On ma, pfter a trip east.
city improvement and the other items
in the program of the orgaiii.at:on
A. T. Hannetf, attorney, of Galli'p
for this year.
was in the city on fineness for cl'cnt
Sheriff Frank Trujillo, of Taos, the
the early part of the week.
latter part of last week brought
H.
If.
Dcnney. of Gallup, one of the down Henrv S'tunson, who recently
active attorneys of that active lit'le murdered his wife there. He was
citv was a Capiptal city visitor this turned over to the authorities of the
week.
state penitentiary for safe keeping
until the June term of court
Attorney O. f.. Phillips, of Raton
had business before the courts in
Hon. It. C. Hernandez, congro
this ci'y several days during- the man from New Mexico, has c;otte to
week
Canjiton, Rio Arriba county, to loik
after private affairs for a few days
Alfredo Mint ova sergeant in the He expects to be called to Washing
rMvin'ed
from
Sandoval
nol'ce
to attend a special session of
ton
s?.te
oun'v ral'ed on Governor Pankev'
congress some time next month.
'
B.

G.

S,.n.! y

s

:in

Fas'er

mid

brines 'o

an

err! (Iia f.ent'ln
vlii':h ha;
"h'v n rtevnn'lv ulrervel by a preat
1" 'he
T.iny
Le:i-;o-

I.ient. Harry Cronenbcrg has returned home from "Over There" and
spent a day or two in Santa Fe,
after which he went to El Paso for
Mrs. Cronenbcrg.
They will return
in a few days and resume his position of bail ff to the Supreme Court.

Fr.mz who hps been o"t't il'
weeks :s reported much
Frank T. Blandy, for many years
i"iii.,vf.! Mrs. Franz is Mrs. K. A
chief clerk in the office of the InKi;ke'i mother.
ternal Revenue Collector in this c'ty,
Cnmrtiss:nier I. M .una of 'he and for the past four years in the
state corporation
romm'sion ha? same position at Phoenix, Arizona,
purchased a residence on S.f otitezutna is in the citv for a few days re
newing old acquaintances and attendavenne, in this ci'v.
ing to revenue busimess.
Mrs

the

!'

!

Harrv I..
errtt of the

Patton,
state, now

fren-

-

Senator J. A. McDonald, of
at KiStatewas
here on a two days busi
Onvis, was a business vis'tor to nesstlv,
tr'p Frday and Saturday. Mr
the Capital City during the week.
McDonald who is an old time cattleman, says the losses in live stock
Pr C ff Dowtlrrt of the I! S. were
in hts section, hut not
Metlvil Peservp Corps, , called on near serious
so heavy as in many other
Covcne Ppnkey Monday to
of
the
state.
arts
Mevi-health problems.
Senator Gregory Page, of
dit. Fe TVvid hs been
The
was a visitor in the citv two
et ai a featnre nf the Fastr concert Gallup,
three
davs
during the week. Mr
bv the San a T7..
to b rrlvr"n
is making s'eadv
f.C'ertv eboruj atid I'berty orchestra Pane aysandGallup
improvement and that
prows
on orii 23.
tlie coal output of lint section
lo uicreasc rapidly from yea'
I.:irra-oloA.
of
on
O
.Serjeant
to year.
from
returned
f'rinep
bs
git"nrr
w'tl remain !n Santa Fe. H.
and
Dr. Eugene Fiske one of the mol
vtijted his fa'her and mo'l'rr in lrl efficient professional
in the
men
r.iso
citv. is in Ch'cairo taking a sec;al
medical course. He evpects to reTa
Valvi'rde, reenter of l:e I turn to Santa Fe about the first of
S
office at Clavton. was :n June.
While east Dr Fiske w'll
the ri'v 'he preater part of the week nurchaie an
Mrs.
machine.
with other prominent Fiske accompanied the doctor.
Denvieratir pol'ttcians.
George Vans Jr, of Philadelphia,
F.arl Ifardv, who has been with chairman of the United States Board
tin- hovs in France for the past veil' of
Indian commissioners,
arrived
or more has returned and resumed here Sunday, to meet other members
his position with the U. S. Weather of the visitation committee who proin this city.
Kuri
ceeded to inspect various New Mexico schools, Pueblos and reservations.
Wood-Davis
f. A. Dav;s. of the
Hardware comnanv of this city has
The Scottish Rite masons observed
returned from Shreveport, I. a., where
y
with the usual
of
his
called
illness
he was
by the
banquet and the extinguishing of the
weeks
some
mother
ago.
svmholic lights Thursday evening;
the
ceremonies will he
Frank Carroon, son of Mr. and held Sunday morning at 10 o'clock.
Mrs. W. E. Carroon of this city, who The Knights Templar will attend a
has been in El Paso for several special service Sunday afternoon at
weeks, arrived a few days ago and 4 o'clock at the Episcopal church,
has aoreptied a position with J. H. which all masons are requested, and
others invited to attend.
Watt ft Co.
rt-N"-
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Maundy-Thursda-

CAPITAL COAL

YARD

Swastika Coal, Cerrillos Coal, All Kinds
Steam Coal; Madrid, N. M., Anthracite
Coal, Madrid Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.
NEAR A. T. & S. F. DEPOT

PHONE

85 MAIN

i

The attendance at the many ser INTERESTING NEWS LETTER
FROM TOWN OF CHAMA
vices of the Catholic churcn this
week has been very large and will
Easter
culm nate in the beautiful
(Max Grayerling)
service which is always attended by
There h an Italian proverb or
in
this
two or three thousand people
saying
"He who does the wrong forgets
city, Easter morning.
it,
Lieutenant D. C. Kinsell has been
But not he who receives it."
mustered out and returned to Santa
The Germans have entirely forFe this week looking hale and hear gotten that they started the use of
ty. Major Norman L. King, Joe gias in this war. Now they claim the
Iiearardinelli and three or four other French first used it and they were
Santa Fe boys landed in New York obliged to make use of it in self
this week and will arrive soon.
defense.
They have entirely forgotten their
Sheriff George Armijo following horrible brutalities and cruelties to
information that the Santo Domingo helpless women, children and prisonIndian Pueblo has been quarantined ers.
on account of small pox, has stat'on- It is astonishing how they could
ed guards on the roads to the city forget so much in so short a time.
Indians from the Pueblos who evade
I often wond-- T if the Americans
the guards will be subjected to dis will forgive and forget before many
infection.
years have passed. I hope not.
The French w 11 not, I do no- - belice
Austin C. Brady, formerly a news- the Belgians will ever forgive or forpaperman in Santa Fe, and for some get.
time past United States Consul at
feel as if one of the best things
Manzamllo, Mexico has been assign-i.could have happened to civilia post at Punta de Arenas, Chili, that
was the visit of President
with the consular service, and ac- zation
Wilson to Europe to take part in the
companied by Mrs. Brady has re- peace conference.
From what I can
moved there.
learn Fiance looked at it about the
same way. It gave him an opportuni
Former State Engineer James A.
ty to see and realize the utter ruin
French who is sojourning in Santa and
wreck the Huns made of Europe,
Fe for the present has given some as he could
had he remained
t'mc to the chamber of commerce in America. not,
and the city council in outlining plans
France wanted htm to go over a
for street improvement, and in condeal of the worst before the
nection with the general movement good
peace work started. There was
for a unified c:ty plan.
great danger that he would be too
in his dealings with
W. H. Wilcox, one of the old magnanimous
the German savages.
t mers of northern New Mexico, who
On 'Wash Day" the 22nd of Febcame to the state nearly fifty years
Mr. Reaugh gave the young
apo, nml who is now located at Roy. ruary of Chama
a mask ball. To
was a business visitor to the c'ty people
it was a
use a slang expression
the early part of the week. Mr. "scream."
Wilcox first visited Santa Fe over
Lewis and Mr. G. L.
Miss
forty years ago and at that time Garner Lyllth
as two old
dressed
were
old
Fonda,
stopned at the famous
I never saw such
at the end of the Santa Fe Tra'l, plantation darkies.
in that line bsforc, not
on the southeast corner of the perfect acting
even on the stage. Their dancng
Plaza.
was "great." Of course the two took
the two prizes.
Capt. Robert L. Cooper left Wed
Mr. Pat Kelly was the Boston dude
nesday for Pine Bluff, Arkansas,
all that was lacking was the eyewhere he goes to accept a position
was quite
and glass, which with his mask he
with the State Engineering
turned
impossible to wear. As
Highway Department of that state around
two gig
the
at
looked
and
c
His long experonce in the
bored blase
branch of the State Engi- gling dancingi darkies, his
was perfectly convulsing
neering office here qualifies him for expression
' Mr. Pat was
able service in that line of work to the spectators.
gloves,
wherever he may undertake it. Mrs. faultlessly dressed even to k'd
negroes looked af
Cooper and the rlrldren will not leave while the two
though they had worn their clothes
for several weeks.
to pick cotton in for ten years. They
were so thoroughly occupied and
On Monday evening an assoc'ation
known as the Grant Avenue improve- happy in each other's companyto they
any
ment association
was organ7ed. paid no attention whatever
will
assist in the one else. Our Boston dude seemed,
owners
Property
as
ion'
cur
so
be
n
a
to
nvld
way
restoration of the historic road
came
around the footh'lls connec'ing Grant to where those two creatures
with a boulevard to the from. The three would a certainly
avenue
'movie."
Rosario and National cemetery and have been a "scream" inwas
dressed
M'ss Edythe Dag;;ett
the Alameda road from the present
-made
church
to the St. as a young Tndian wotnen sbc
Presbvt'erian
embroid
Catherine Indian school will he res- a lovely picture. She wore
and
moccasins,
tored and lined with Cottonwood? ered burkskui leggins
while on her back a papoose cradle
as in 1843.
was
also male
This
was strapped.
It was
Vincent Thomas has been her from of bnrkskin heavily beaded,Mountain
made for the
Taos during" the week interesting one that w
local peopte in a small amount of and Plain Festival held in Denver a
stock in the Taos Telephone Com- number of years ago. The medals ;t
nanv which is financ'ne to extend won were tied on with buckskin
ts lines to a connexion with the strings.
Forest Service line at Truchas, which! These four were the nuxt striking
who
will g've that important section a maskers there were o'hers dee'd-edly
verv direct connection with this city. looked nice others who were
funny. The ball was truly a
Only about 20 tmles of line remains
10 be built.
Such a iconnee'ion is great success.
The next week Mr. Reaugih started
very greatly needed by both Taos
the Social Club for married people.
and Santa Fe.
This was to give those who are married a chance to meet, dance, vis:t.
C. L. Tallmadge. of Socorro county, who was an act;ve candidate for or have a social game of cards once
the U. S. Senatorial nomination be- in two weeks. Refreshments are
fore the Democratic convention last served and they are most delightfall, was in the city Sunday and ful social events in Chama. The
Mr. Tall- first n'ght that I attended the ladies
left Monday for Taos.
madge, as usual, is boosting land looked verv nice in their pretty
dra'nagc. land reclamation and Dem- gowns. The most not'ceablce were
ocratic politics. He is always active Mrs. Robert Rrown delft
and usually gets results and if he velvet and satin; Mrs. F. C. Johndoesn't have a whole lot to say as son, a faupc gray satin; Mrs. Price
to what will be done by the next Kinney looked lovelv in a black s:lk
Democratic convention we are mak- taffeta, while Mrs. J'in Malone wore
a dark green georgette crepe and
ing a bad guess.
silk poolin the same shade.
Mr. Glen Vernrllion has started a
Theodore Rouault, Jr., returned
during the week from the factory of circulating library, a bit of progress
the Winchester Arms company in for Chama; there is nothing so
as a good book.
Connecticut where he went to famBefore closing I want to say Chama
iliarize himself with the business of
that company, having taken the has again been visited by a messagency for their guns and ammuni- enger from the great beyond th;s
tion in the Southwest. He will pro- time the call came for Mr. Charles
bably make his headquarters in El Berkner, a man who was respected
Paso. Mr. Rouault's wide acquaint- and loved by all who knew him. As
ance with sportsmen of the state, the engine was climbing up Cumbres
acquired, during his past two years a heavy snow slide came rushing
as state game warden, should make down the side of the mountain, overhim a valuable manager for their turning the engine and instantly
bus'ness in this section.
.crushing the life out of the engineer
who was Mr. Berkner. His wife was
F. S. Brown and S. Floershelm of prostrated over the accident and all
Roy who are interested in an oil mourned him in our little town.
company that is arranging to drill
near that prosperous and growing
little city were in the city again the
early part of the week arranging for
011 leases on state lands.
They were
here and secured a large acreage last
13 for t We will extend the subweek, since which time they have scription of any State Record reader
and
fully financed their company
three months, who will return us a
came back for more leases. None copy of the State Record of February
of tt'eir stock will be for sale as
Jl, 1919.
suff'cient amount of money was subscribed to install a plant and drill at
PERSONAL
least one well before the incorporation of the company was completed.
MARRY IF LONELY; for rrtultt try m
I.ieut. J. A. Lowe came home Sun- belt and mnit iticcetifnl "Horn Siiker"
rich with marriife sooai trirt
hunJredt
fur
day evening on a fifteen day
ty confidential; moat reliable; Teara off ea
lough from Camp Kearny, to whuh nerience: deacriptiona ffree. The Sacccaa
fill Club", Mrs.
Purdie, Bos SS. Oakland
place he will return to assist ;n Calif.-.
mustering out other men who are
He could MARRY IF SINC.LE for aure
returning from France.
taarriaga be.
have been mustered out last week. tarireat in the Country eatabliahed U yeara
Honorable Wealthy member.
IitI was asked aassist with ofthe clcric- - Thruanda
Wishing Early tnarriare, both eea. Strirtlt
months Confidential
work for
couple
liat free. Tbe Old Reliable Clal
244 222.
longer so will return after his visit 7.12 Madiaon, Oakland. Catif.-- No
for that purpose. He had the pleaswriting lot
ure of v:siting Switzerland and Itab-a- EARN $25 weekly, spare time,unnec;
detail!
mairazinea. Fxp.
well as France and Great Bri- newapaprri.
215 St. I.oui
Free.
Prna
tain and was on the front jnr.t
north of Verdun on the memorah'c
11th. He got back lo the
K-tJ
V. S. about two weeks ago and went
b'V
d'r.'e'lv back lo Camp Kearny,
fore getting leave for his visit home
He say? that Colonel Abbott and
Safford and manv other
Captain
Santa Fe men are only a few days
behind him and are
kely to arrive most any day now.
1
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CHURCHES

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES,

Here and There Over the State
ooooooooaeooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
Tba

Nw Ere Spirit

Somebody said it couldn't be done
But he with a chuckle replied
That maybe it couldn't but he will!
be one
Who wouldn't say so till he'd tr'ed.
So he buckled right in with a bit of
a grin
If he doubted at all he did it;
He started to sing as he tackled the

thing
That couldn't be done, and he did
it.

to tell you it

are thousands

There

cannot be done,
There are thousands to prophesy
failure;
There are thousands to pohit out to
you one by
The dangers
you.
But just buckle
chin,
Just take off

it:

one

that wait to assail

y

Ar-tes:- a;

in with a

lift of your

your coat and go to

Just start in to sing as you tackle

That cannot be done, and you'll do
it.

Tbe AaBOal State Coeveatioa
The Woodman's
Circle of New
Mexico held its annual session in
this city this week, beginning at
9 a. in. Tuesday morning i,n the
hall. About one hundred delegates
in
and visitors were
attendance.
Acting Governor Benjamin PiPank-edelivered the welcome address
Among the prominent speakers was
Miss Dora Alexander of Omaha,
supreme clerk of the national order.
The State officers are: Mrs. Bertie
Russell, Tucunicari, grand guardien,
Mrs. Sara Westerfeldt, Albuquerque,
Martin,
grand adviser; Elizabeth
Clovis, grand clerk j Ed. Tafoya, Sanin
ta Fe, now
France, grand banker,
Ivy Gr'sson, Roswell, grand chaplain.
Grand Attendent, Ida Albert, Albuquerque, Grand Asst. Attendant.
Pearl Walker, Albuquerque; Grand
Inner Sentinel, Myrtle Jackson,
Grand Outer Sentinel, Jul'a
Jones, Albuquerque ; Grand Managers.
Elizabeth Macket, East Las Vages;
Alice Acker, Elida; Maud Charles.
Gi,up. Marfjaret 'Larage. Kenna
Alberta Cowan, Tularosa; Past Grand
Guardian, Caroline Burrifield, Carls
bad.
Mrs. Kate
The state manager,
Ferguson, of Albuquerque, was present.

The New Era Magazine.

We Fled Them Everywhere
The smallest people in the world
influhold
their
back
arc those who
ence just because they did not start
the thing or have a big hand in the
matter. What tbe Country needs is
men and women who will fall in the
ranks any old time just because they
are big enough to see that there ts
need of fighting, and that the cause
of human betterment will be checked
nd held back if they don't get in
and show their American grit and
loyalty.
Most Difficult Vlrtme
To learn never to waste our time
is perhaps one of the most difficult
virtues to acquire.
A well snent day is a source of
pleasure. To be constantly employed, and never asking ''What shall I
do?" is the secret of much goodness
and happiness.
with promptitude, act decisively, persevere, if interrupted be
amaible and return to the work unruffled, finish it carefully these will
be the s:gns of a virtuous soul.

Interesting Demonstration
Women's societies of eight

church-

es of Albuquerque availed themselves of the opportunity of making a
little money for their churches and
at the same time see M is Frances
La'hrop demonstrate Mazola as a
lard and olive oil substitute. Miss
Lathrop demonstrated last week before more than two hundred women,
making doughnuts, salads, fritters,
pie crust and biscuits. Housekeepers
are always glad to get new ideas
and recipes and the demonstrations
were greatly enjoyed.

For Never
Annoying Our Friends
This was made by one who had
suffered for many years, from numberless little worries, occasioned by
a relative, whose affection no doubt
was sincere and devoted, but also
ardent, and wanting in descrcfon.
There must be moderation in alt
things, even in the love we manifest,
the care we take to sh:eld then from
trouble. This recipe consists of but
four simple rules, very clear and
very precise as follows:
Always leave your friends soma
thing more to be desired of you.
If they ask you to go to see them
three times, go twice. They will
look forward to your coming a third
time, and when you go, you will be
It is so
received more cordially.
sweet to feel we are needed, and so
hard to be thought importunate.
Be useful to your friends, as far
as they will permit, and no further.
An
affection becomes,
tiresome, and a multipl'city of beautiful scnt:ments makes them almost
Devotion to a friend
insupportable.
does not consist in doing every th:ng
for them, but simply that which is
agreeable, and of service to them,
and let it only be revealed to them
by accident.
We all love freedom, and cling
tenaciously to our fancies, we do not
like others to arrange what we have
purposely left in disorder ; we even
and care
resent the:r
for us.
Be much oeeunied with your own
affaira, and lit'le, very little, with
those of your friends.
This infallibly leads to a favorable
result. To begin with, in occupying
yourself with your own affairs, you
shall more speedily accomplish them,
wb'le your friends are doing the
same.
If they appeal to you for help. t?o
through fire and water to serve them,
hut if not, then do both yourself and
them the greater service by abstainIf however, you serve them
ing.
without their knowledge of it, and
can see their need, then you must
be'always ready to do it.
Leave your friends always at
liberty to think and act for themselves In matters of little importance.
Why compel them to think and
act like you ? Are you the type of all
that is beautiful and right? Is it not
absurd to think that because another
acts and tlvnks differently from you,
they must be wrong? No doubt you
may not always say, "You are right."
but you can at any rate let them
think it.

at the door.'
a native of Navarro,
one of the four Basque provinces For Armenian Relief
In
in northern Snain. immortali7ed
At Miami recently the collection
of Prosper taken in the church of The Brethern
the famous "Carmen"
He went into Mexico for Armenian relief, amounting to
Merrimee.
I. J. Lapp,
afcr takintr holy orders, but wis $56003 was turned over to
driven out as a reftiiree at the time pastor and f'eld worker in Oklahoma
of tbe revolution from Vera Cruz, and New Mexico. This was not only
a splendid sum but also demonstratwhere he had a congregat:on.
ed the snirit of the small congregation and friends of the church In
Mrs. Lneiits Di'Is A Guest
Mrs. Ralnh M Parsons of Roswell that locality.
enterta'ned last Friday afternoon the
members of the Roswell Reading Sandstorm Jasi Band
The Sandstorm Jazz Band of Camp
Cltih. and a dozen other frtenrls
lilacs Cody is making a big hit in Silver
of
Iraerant
quantities
inA very
were
C'ty and the nearby camps, where it
everywhere.
"A
Romance is playing almost nipjhtly engage-men- 's
teresting contest,
Mr-s
for dances. The band is comof the States." was won by
Fwinr Luk. The prize was a prcat posed of E. Wunderlich, banio; Guy
armful of purple lilacs. Delicious Phillips, niano, and Bob Wallace,
fruit !ce cream, dain'y cakes, vanity traps and drums.
wafers and mints were the refreshments served.
Bviilneaa and Social Meetlng-Among the long l'st of gtiests wa
The Woman's Un;on of the First
the name of Mrs. I nrius Dil1s. of Presbyter'ao church will meet this
Santa Fe. who
visiting relatives aafternoon at the home of Mrs. John
and friends in her old home town. Walker, Grant avenue. After a busiThe Misses Lucille and Vatelle D ll ness sess'on a social hour will follow.
are also surjourning in the beautiful Mrs. R. C. Ten Evck, the new presiPecos valley city.
dent, will have charge of the meeting.
After Easter Events
The Liberty Chorus and orchestra At
Wagon Monad Recently
will give a concert next Wednesday
One of the most enjoyable and sucnight at the New Museum.
was given by the
cessful box
The members of the Mogul Order students of supper
that city at the school
and their friends will gather at the house.
amounted to
The
De Vargas for their customary hop $126.05. The proceedswill be used la
money
Thursday night.
the payment on the addThe Dickens Party given under the compltt'-ning machine.
auspices of the Santa Fe Woman's
Club w'll take nlace Friday night at
The Ladies Of The Raton
the Library hall.
City federation have decided to
The Social Committee of the Elks
has announced that a setect dance continue their meetings and other
wilt be given at the'r home the activities during iha summer months.
second Saturday in May. The usual An effort will be made to carry out
plans that are well under way
splendid music and refreshments will the
be two features of this merry oc- for various projects of civic imcasion.

provements.

Nothing Too Good For A Soldier
In honor of the Carrizozo boy's
two brilliant events
homecoming
were given in that c:ty a few days
ago. The Epworth League of the
M. E. Church entertained at the
home of W. A. Place and Mr. and
Mrs. Ira O. Wetmore, who are royal
entertainers, had a large party.
At both affairs interesting proand other
grams were rendered,
forms of amusements were provided
for the entertainment of the guests,
in which the boys, relatives and
The
friends joyfully participated.
national colors predominated in the
decorating scheme. Delicious refreshment were served.

In The City Of Albuquerque
The War Mothers of America are
following their welcome home program with consistent cordialty last
week. They entertained for the soldiers and sailors at their headquarters in the I. O. O. F. hall from 2:30
till 5. An interesting musical program was rendered. Tea was served
at the long tables in the banquet
halt which was decorated with pink
and white flowers. Places were laid
for seventy-fiv- e
and afterwards the
occasion developed into an informal,
'dansant," wh:ch was most enthusiastically indulged in by the soldiers.

For Orersea Service
Thirty-fiv- e
large sacks of ctoth'tig
for the Belgians and other suffering
people of Europe were collected by
the committee of the Red Cross
headed by Mrs. W. C Porterfield.
which had charge of the work let

A Recipe

over-anxio-

over-anxie-

Commendable Belief
Of A Catholic Priest
That a Catholic nriest should be
able to work with his hands as well
as conduct services of the church, is
the bclef of Rev. Norbert Zuda're
pastor of the Lordsburg Catholic
church.
When a new Catholic mission was
near
being erected at Valedon.
took his
Lordsburg, Rev. Zudaire
hammer and saw and helped the
choir
carpenters. He also built a Lords-burn
loft for his own church at
and helped in the erection of a

A Unique

Affair

Mrs; Davis' class of young girls
of the Methodist Sunday School of
is preparing something
Carlsbad
new in the way of entertainment to
be given at the church parlors tomorrow. Plans embrace a palm room
which will be decorated in green, a
music room, an orange grill and a
cafe, all decorated in appropriate
colors. In each of these booths,
su'table refreshments will be served,
a small admission fee being charged,

parsonaee.

Rev. Ztidatre !s

'

g

Silver City.

Did Yea Ever Stop Te Think
How quickly some people stand up
when the national air is being played
or sung. That is as it should be, but
how many such fail to stand up for
the things that mean the perpetuation of our national freedom and

our national welfare I

CLASSIFIED

Save Wheat and Meat by Eating
More

POTATOES
In this way you will greatly assist in the
great wsr tasks of the United States Food Ad

ministration.

H. S. KAUNE & CO.

Ko.

per K. W.
300 K. W. 6c per K. W.
400 K. W. 5c per K. W.
All in excess of the above 4c per K. W.
Rates for Cooking.
200 K. W. 7c

s

I)

"K.t"sm

few
CARPON PAPER BARGAIN
boxes of Black and a- few of Purple
inch
8'2xl3
typewriter carbon paper,
size, at $2.00. Also a few boxes
Blue pencil carbon, 8x11, at $1.75.
All 100 sheets to box. By prepaid
parcels post to any po'nt in New
Mexico while t lasts. State Record.
Santa Fe, N. M.

Qfio

soft drink

professional men.
For business men,
so!t
men of sportsbowling, tennis

mm

gervVjiM
mom

mm
mm

the year Vound. Bovo is hsle
refreshment for wholesome thirst- -

soft drink. Ideal for
invigoratingtltie
man in physical or
the athlete or
trvtinircC
&od to train and
mental
HeelthVul
and appetizing.
on.
ain

avi

mm
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SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT
COMPANY

s
uf-year-ro-

1

A

Special

liiiiiiiiii

25-22-

Tin n

POWER RATEl

mitimirti:;

It.ttiiAfirltlfiurirrM.,

EYE EAR NOSE AND THROAT

.. Juat returned from

Chicago

NEW MEDICAL TREATMENT
Improved Cataract Oparatioa

.

Harry Lander, til comnliaii, y:
The war was won by the plain man
The day of the plain man has dawn- PERFECT FITTING OF GLASSES
ed, and f believe that in the future
there will be more saving and lets
Seat Fe
'spendthriftoess' than ever before. LeafUIa Block

Distributor!

-

y;!- '.,
-

SANTA I B,

. M.
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survived a severe
Stockman.

BERNALILLO
K. McCluehan. real estatae dealer
of.Albuquerque has completed plant
asit will begin construction immediately of three new residences on North
Niatn street. The investment, mciud
lag the pound will approximate
as$l0Oa Mr. McClughan and hisconsociates propose to rush the
struction of these- houses so as to
have them ready for occupancy by

latf

weather at night, has been very se week, and has resumed his old posi- vere on livestock, resulting in the t.on with the company. Mr. Coleman
loss of many thousand head of catwl1" ne navy
.
,
tle and sheep. Coming right in the .....j
.....
i
iiuruyr our- and
season
the
lost
calving
lambing
mis mc war. iansDac Argus.
among infant stock has been enor
mous, as well as older stock that had
RRAWT

summer.

City Addition To bo Sold
"The City of Albuquerque will make
Itt'debut in the real estate field on
Monday, May 5th, when the city
government, for the benefit of the
BqWd of Education, will sell at
a tract of 29371 acres lying just outside the city limits on the
eaet between High street and the
University Heights addition.
The sale disposes of property in
controversy in the courts for some
years between school districts one,
live, and fifteen, and proceeds of the
disposal will be shared by these districts, included in the city of
It will be the first large
sate of acreage property in or adjacent to the city limits since the
University Heights district was purchased and platted and the sale, because of the location of the tract,
promises to attract wide attention
and to bring on active bidding.
Albu-sjajrqu- e.

The Alamo Hotel has recently been
thoroughly renovated, Mrs. I. P. Ferguson who leased the hotel has
painted and cleaned the place
from basement to roof and made it
perfectly sanitary. Albuquerque Independent.
To Salld Roadway
Important improvements of th
main Alameda dyke, extending from
Ihexold North Fourth street to the
SaAta Fe tracks, near Alameda village, are to be carried out during the
nestt six weeks at a cost ranging
between $4,000 and $6,000. County En
gilteer Edmund Ross returned Satur
day trom an inspection of the dyke.
With Assistant State Engineer E.
Morris Hobart. The plans include
widening and strengthening of the
dyve and the construction of a roadway across the crest, which is .about
S,4W feet long. The work will be
paid for from funds appropriated by
th legislature from the Rio Grande
land fund. Albuquer
improvement
que Herald.

e,

winter.

F. S. McCulIough,

Springer

Substation To Be Established
..
Men for the United States armv are
being recruited for service oversea?
to take the place of men who have
been over there for sonic time and
are anxious to return. According to

of Las Vegas,

a position with the
Springer Trading Company. Mr. Mc
CulIough had just recently returned from France where he was in the
army and took part in the fghtinp an announcement made in El Paso
at Belleau Wood. Springer Times. a substition is to be established m
has

accepted

Silver City.

CURRY

Alvan N. Whits last week soM hi?
residence property to Falvey C. PowJ. V. Rice has recently purchased ell, of Leesville, La brother of V.
for Mrs. Dora Rice, the Divers Build- Z. Powell, deputy county clerk. The
ing now occupied by the Fincher price was not madie public Silver
the consideration
being City Enterprise.
Grocery,
$8000. Mrs Rice also owns the buildis
There was a heavy frost on two
ing next door which
occupied "by
Skarda Hardware Company. Clovis nights cf the past week, ice havina
News.
former a quarter of an inch thicli.
The fruit trees which were in bloom
School Law Enforced
are not likely to bear much fruit thi
District Judge Sam Bratton tried season. The damage was not exthree cases last week for failure to tensive. Silver City Enterprise.
comply with the school laws of the
state of New Mexico. The Judge Laundry Back From War
Fred
Borenstein's
Ideal
expects to enforce the compulsory
Steam
school law, which requires attendan- Laundry which enlisted in the govce during the entire time school is in ernment service for the period of the
unable. war and handled the bijr work at
session, unless
physically
All three parents or guardians were the Base Hospital in Camp Cody, has
fined ten dollars and costs with fine been honorably (I'scharjred and i
now back in Silver City again and
suspended for first offense if
of the law is maintained on the old job of taking in washing
The maximum penalty is to be in for a living. Whether the laundry
flicted if any further violation fol is entitled to wear a few service
lows, which means ten days in jail stripes and o'her decorations is a
and a fine of twenty-fiv- e
dollars for question that w'!l have to be settled
each offense. Each day is regarded later.
Mr. Borenstcin has leised
as a separate offense. Clovis News. 'he plant to Messrs. John and Tom
Campbell who before it was taken
Three Little Tots Deserted
to Cody and during the vears it was
The cries of a little child one dav opera' ed there were among the exlast week attracted the attent'on of perts handling it. The laundry wv
neighbors to a house where upon put into operation last night and will
entering, three little children were no doubt win a large share of the
found huddled up in bed, shielding local business, since pre-wprices
themselves from the cold. The boy. are announced to prevail.
eight years old, a girl five and a baby
two were found to be the children of
GUADALUPE
C. L. Hills, the latter, according to
the story of the little boy, had been
gone four days, and the ch Idren
The Santa Fe
at Vaughn
knew nothing of his whereabouts. will develop the company
vacant lot between
disInvestigation by the ponce
the depot and the Harvey house into
closes the fact that about three or a
by beautifying with grasi
four weeks ago the mother of the andpark
shubberv.
children is alleged to have separated
from her husband and had gone to
Another hotel has been aided to
Oklahoma City.
F.ast Vaughn, Joe McCutcheon has
The father evidently also deserted completed
repairs on the corner
the home, leaving the three little
and haf opened up a bright,
tots to their fate. Without any building
and
attractive place Vaughn
cory
provision for food, and no means N'ews.
of protecting themselves against the
cold except staying in bed.
Another heavy, soft snow fell MonPlaced in the care of a neighbor,
s:x iiicl:e, and just the
the three children are awaiting the day, possiblv
right kind for moisture. Some loss
untangling of the situation by the to stockmen will result, bttt it is bepolice. Clovis Journal.
lieved that when grass comes it will
be in sulficient
abundance to pttt
The Baptist Church of Clovis is tallow
on every animal Vaughn
behind a movement to erect a $15,000 iy ews.
3iui ibi lum
iiic near (mure in uiai
e

Hlahway Approved
As the result of a conference which
Dr.' M. K. Wylder, chairman of the
Bernalillo county commissioners, and
Eugene Kempenich of the state highway commission, have been conduct-- .
ing with the state engineer, the state City.
highway commission has given its
approval to the Sandia road project
DE BACA
for-- a
circle scenic drive through the
Sandia mountains.
The matter will
be referred to Washington for final
Earickson & Co. of Fort Sumner
Paul G. Redington of the shipped 4,000 pounds of hides and
action.
forest service is taking the matter 1,000 pelts.
Frank Oxsheed sold, on the 6th.
p'with federal officials and an early
decision is hopeJ for. Albuquerque for Albert Randolph, 130 three and
Herald.
four year old steers, at $70 round
D. H. Hancock of Valiant, Neb., was
the buyer. Fort Sumner Review.
CHAVES
111

;

HIDALGO

Mr. Daniels states that he has never
tried cottou in this region but thai
he believes it can be grown to good
advantage.
Farmert In thii .ection will this
year experiment w'th Egyptian cotton, which is now being grown with
success in parts of Arizona. The
nvents will be on a small scale.
"Cotton can bo grown with
d
less water than alfalfa." savs
Mr. Daniels, "and I see no reason
whv the farmers of the Sacramento
valley cinnot prow cotton profitably.
Alamofcordu News. '

the idea of going to California. Last
weik he closed a deal for the pur- Ichase of a quarter section of land
Jordatl .and Horney told a banch from Ed Wheeier, northwest of
U,l'Mountainair. This is a splendid farm,
ytunf
b
Th
lT
plenty of cedar and pincn tim
head,
W.?0 per
brought
May ber,
,ose t0 town. Consideration
dehvery.-EI- .da
Enterprise.
Independent.
On
S.aved
Money
Frleght
N M. C. is planning to get their
tram and ditcher coinff lust
v"'"1 ,,v"!is the factf'T'Vwork
of Roosevelt
that
county
as soon as there is weather that w ll
through the efforts of our county permit work.
agent, the people of the county were
saved during the past five months
the sum of $13,917.31 by securing the The district inroad engineer for th s
this county several
half-rat- e
on feed stuffs shipped into district was
The Ritch Cattle Company of
days during the past week looking
the county. Mr. Petersen states that over
has
added
several
just
the roads. He will have genGallup now has a modern cleaning thoroughbred
big bone Poland China this will amount to more than that eral supervision of road work in the
and pressing establishment.
Bro- when he gets complete returns on
zos and Brazos have just completed hogs to their hog ranch.
Estancia Herald.
Vandertuckcr
and Bl'ndin
are the amount shipped as there are county.
installing a steam press, new clean- shipping their first
several carloads sh'pped which is not
of
train
load
ing machine and new steam bo ler 3,500 head of
who ha9 been an
cattle to o'her parts. included in the above Tortales N. A.M.A.C. Mourfield,
for operating power. With the new
tra nman during the winter,
News.
Cloudcrofter.
Alamogordo
equipment they are able to do first
moved back to his homestead near
class work in short order and do it
Progresto the first of last week.
New
Hotel
For
Alamogordo
SAN JUAN
right. Gallup Independent.
A new three story brick hotel i
The Willard Merc. Co. last week
the latest project talked of for AlaImportant Session
The strcl and concrete work on tupped a car load each of cow
An
for
mogordo.
option
days
thirty
All the roads building equipment
two sftes have been secured and the new bridge across the Sar. Juan hides and sheep pelts to eastern
that has been ordered is entransit on
if
the
construc- river was completed Monday and market. Encino Enterprise.
project
goes
through,
except the tractor, which will be tion on the
will be com- work of pile drivinc for the approach
building
within
a
few
G.
S.
shipped
days.
was started immediately.
I. C. Sanchez, Manager of the New
before
Manager;
Willhoit, county engineer has been menced
The plan is to build a three story, Wade Ten Eyck states it will take Mexico Salt Kefin ng Company was
road
appointed county
superintenabout two weeks more to f'nish in Willard last week and made a trip
dent by the governor. He will pre- fire proof brick building with from only
to seventy-fiv- e
rooms, modern the approach. Farming on Hustler. lout to the Lake. Work will begin
pare at once a set of maps and pro- fifty
soon, and the prospect is for a very
This option has been
files of the proposed road work for throughout.
One of the most powerful spray- profitable year.
this county and they will be sub- secured for part es in Kansas and
ers made, the "Frirm;". was received
mitted to the state highway com- Missouri.in aA fewrepresentative is ex- last
week from Xew York for the
The Farmers and Stockmans Equidays to look over
mission and later to the federal gov- pected
loca'ion
mesa
and pass on the profrn't growers.
ty Exchange, recently organized at
ernment for approval. In the mean- the
The
is
irachinc
and
on.t
perty. Alamogordo Cloudcrofter.
equip- Mountain air closed the deal for the
time Chairman
is
Morris
doi.ig
H.
ped w'th praygti'is in"- - d of roils. J. S. Dyer stock of groceries.
everything poss'blc to get the work
A snra-ma
le
.e
ron- - F. Dowdy is in charge. They will
snin
lv
under way on the National highway
QUAY
pany only half the si of the above carrv a complete K';.f of general
through the county, and on the
1
pv (j. K. .nrt-.and merchand.se.
Ramah Shiproch road via Gallup.
The snow wh'ch fell last week h'Tnv.
for u.e rn '.heir orchards.!
in
The board
apport'oned school still on the ground where it drifted! Fa
mi Hustler
The big snow that fell last week
money to the sum of $12,624.41, the the deepest and the
pronn is just
will put in the ground sufficient
Gallup districts receiving $5,509.19 or as wet
it
be
as
can
ant!
the
farmers
43 5 per cent. The board
moisture to nsure the starting and
HHP!
inspected
looking ahead with antkipat on
he growing of all crops up until our
the jail and court house and are ar- are
for the biggest crops in the whole
summer rains. The outlook for a
ranging, for needed repairs. The lands history of this section. House Newt
Force
Men
Of
Zip;
in the county were classified, except
Work;n3
good crop is very bright WilUrd
It is
trorr. Los Alamos
Gallup property and values were
Mr. Thompson moved his family that the repor;ed
1V
Placita
Pinch
company!
placed on the various classes. Bills from Hadly, Texas, to the Asa Horn
dim, wlnVh was baiiy i-- mi red
F. C. Kr.eger of Mountalnair finish-th- e
ui mc iui quarter were approved
has purchase.!.
h
m
water
gh
rcccn;
Tribune!
;he Sap:'.!o!ed sowing his alfaf8( and has about
The
ne
river
rint.
temporary repaireu:2fi arr
kuiiui.ivn va ins ivuuiy was lounu
'
within
wo, and the flow!
to be excellent.
The Coggin firm of cattlemen were! of w.ifr. n o Lak-- Isn
rejiimeci.
- j nn
ns
t
roriunaie in tnr smn
ci..'!.k..i...
UNION
'JL?00 head shipped in here recently, of men
MORA
almcst
and nWt'
;
ney report t ve or six of the wea.sl since the break
La Vegas
Fred Owens, propnetor of the
ones succumbed to the storm of last! Orjtic
Uwens Motor Co., of Clayton end
C C. Lewis is roundina a carload week, which was the worst in vr.rs
A. C Patzig of Love Field,
of hogs for shipment this week
.
for April Glenrio Tiibune.
.
ITim ill.liminn
'.
Tvo. hsv. fnrtn.H 9 n.rt.
Dl
nrio
Wagon Mound Sentinel.
t,ai' Will am Pigman hrs been hound nership in the automobile business.
J. E. Whitmore of Turur-irnr-!
cruse heisa bergt. Patzig is one of the best
?rand jury
J. H. Taylor, who ODerated a Soda Isold his erocerv storV to f H iini...0ver to
biter A few days airo Pigman known mechanics in the south,
iactory nere two years ago, has re- - Kins ot Logan and Mr. Hawidns hat' good
Cesario
and
Esqmhol enraged in a
turned to Wagon Miund with the already taken charge
tight at Pecos, and Pifrmn emerged CUared Over $1000
t'uifusc vi staying lor goou. tit
frotri
the
Mr. and Mrs. Henrv Punke of
fr.;v
wt'h Esu'iilcl's ear' in
has opened up
his Soda business in' Work was started on the Pound
connection with a pool halL Wagon well but the big snow the past week his m.t:h, P gman maintained that Thomas, have sold their farmand
Mound Pantagraph.
is interfering greatly with haul ng he di.l no: intend to b te off the will leave for Xeosho. Mo. They are
appendige but had aimed to get retiring from farm life on account
maienai tor tne derrick. The roads; aural
Their son,
were already in bad cond'tion and! Esciui1 ;el's noe. The charge against of Mr. Punke's health.
OTERO
Ferdinand's enlistment in the army,
it will be several days before they P.gman it maiming
a
will he in sHnn tn hr.1.1 nr.
,....
year ago last September, neces- Jim Jeffers, a well known cattle rig. Lumber for the derrick is beine1
jsitated constant work for Mr. Punke
eicpDM
man of the southern part of the! hauled out and the
pit due Tucum-countvr,
fn.
News.
reports that all of the coun-lcaMiner Dticovert Fluoripar
between
says that she and her husband clear- and
Van
try
Orange
Home,
Frank D Rivera, of Derry District ed up over a thousand dollars on
Texas, had been ftaked for oil.
3uper. Hear. Complaint,
expects to be reimbursed bv the gov-- i their place last year. Gayton
Uiere is not a road in this
lernment for 200 tons of manganese zen,
"TL? . ,
ji. m. vicnery wno with associates that it tit to travel, fences are built
i,. i..
"c
"ou v" u:.
' t me ciose
": u
have Oman zed a bank tn hn tnr.-,t,-l
u..,u.
tb
i.i;
rrn.
at Cloudcroft, announced last week: ber is nceoea lor culverts and brid-.1
c
iir- j
t
that the state -- bank examiner
ntt ih
w.v n ciiq 01 me war .ne nas imroverea . alto tne uonertv Alcrc. -- 0. roisom.
. . .. .. nan ires,t some of th rniHj
rrrmtA u: c.
the pi:bl
deposit of calcium fluoride, commonly Think of alfalfa seed being sold by
.arteTahnni the These n.0,."nven.'ent of the
Da"J would
mm
reports called fluorsnnr ,nd
loH Thi.
,h
th.
of May. Alamagordo News.
'
neW
cou",y, ro?d !'n sight which is worth $1000 per ton jquantit es of altalfa grown down the
7. ?
,
n
u
river. Only a short time ago U. W.
J. B. Daniels, who owns an irrigat.111,
....i,
is Keep- McCuistion hauled in 34,000 pounds.
TnDDA
ed farm two miles south of Alamo-gordtab on these reports and when
lUrinAIMLfc
ing
Des Moines Swastika.
will plant a small patch of he gets some money ;n the road fundi
cotton on his land this month. He he will use it where it will do the Decided To Remain
T.
J. Baker has purchased the Chris
,
t
.
.
has obtained seed from Oklahoma
t
:n
ernnri
tl.. f.
.nnt..
iii sciicrui
wno recently sola hisiKdenour iX acre ranch in the val- i'i;utit
Morey,
with wh.ch he Intends to experiment.
lucumcan ,ews.
ifarm in Pinon District ha. civnn nn
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Fort Sumner not its share of the
LEA
blizzard that swept over the west
last week. Several inches of snow
has nearly all disappeared.
The Tatum community is soon to
fruit buds do not appear to be in vote on a $15,000
00 bond issue for
jured and the loss of live stock was the purpose of erecting an
nominal. Old timers say it was the school
building at that
worst storm they ever saw in this
Leader.
of
the
this
state
time
of
at
part
the year. Fort Sumner Review.
Bunk Shipp and father bought a
bunch of yearlinas at Jenkins and
DONA ANA
bunch from Fred Nymeyer last week
to put on their rannch in Texas.
W. VV. Cox, president of the oil Lovington Leader.
company that will develop the Cox
E. S. Matthews, formerly with the
properties in the Tularosa Basin, has
his
moved
company,
taken one hundred shares of stock Mercantile
at $100.00 a share cash. Las Cruces family to his farm near Hobbs last
week. Mr. Matthews thinks with
Site
Republic.
the present supply of water to start
Bulldbur
beats
Hud
Last week Dr. T. C.
of Las with, he can irrigate a bumper crop!
old Ccrno Stock Food build Cruces and brother-in-la- Sexton,
Leader.
Dr. C. A. this season.
ins. 4s being cleared by a force of Broaddus, of Camp Kearny, California
woekers this month preparatory to formed a
to practice me
LUNA
tncinstallation ot the new machinery dicine. Dr.partnership
Broaddus formerly nrac- lor.we canning factory.
ticed h's profession in Utah previous
The work of remodeling the oldjj
Di J. Fitzgerald, the manager.
to his army career.
Lodge building, which is to be made a
pushing things to the limit and is
the home of Sam Fein's clothinKiS
getting a big task done with compar
EDDY
atiee rapidity and ease. Roswell
store, began Monday.
The whole wesi side is to be taken
Newt,
out and plate glass put in instead.
Kept On Going
Mr.
Fein experts to pet into tv,? rfw
The concensus of opinion among
Last week Dr. O. E. Puckett of
sone two dozen oi Hope, who was on his wav to Carls home by June 1st Columbus Courier
whom reported to the Weather Bu
stopped at Ford Service Station
1 wo
rsas last week, is that no material bad,
for
quarter sections staked as!
After the tank was filled
dastiage has been sustained by the it accidentally caught on fire. The placer mining claims were sold last
fruit .thus far. Tests of aoole and body of the car was burned beyond week to some Tyrone people for
even blossoms fail to show any sp
repair. A new cas'nar and tire was
at injury Koswell Kecord.
also burned. The doctor lost $235.00
Zeno M. Johnson has purchased
worth of medicine that was in the from
of
the Meadows Drug Store, of
John Planning
Dayton reports car.
that he has about 30 head of cattle He walked into the Station and Demmg, a number of booths to be
marooned on an island made by the bought a new car and went on his used in connection with his fountain.
flood in the Pecos nearly three weeks way to Carlsbad. Artesia Advocate. The booths are very attractive pieces!
of funiturt, and add very much to
agar The flood did considerable
dajstage in various places. At the
bu:1dine- - and the appearance of the interior of
Bates
old
The
Hotel
Lakewood dam the- road was com lot was sold last week. Messrs. A. the Parlor Drue store. Columbus
later washed away just below the T. Crawford. S. D. Stennis and E. T. Courier.
cement spillway.
Carter becoming the purchasers. The The 12th
stationed at
Cavalry
consideration is said to have been Columbus,
Cettoaweodl Partner Active
which was preparing to
$18,000.00.
Carltbad
Current.
leave about the last of this month
The Cottonwood farmers are unfor Panama, has received an order
loading' a car of Swift's phosphate Store Bugtarized
to remain there for two or three
to ate on their alfalfa fields. Last
The K. L. Halley dry goods store months
longer.
year Daring and Seely, on the Klon- - was broken into
week and eoods
last
ranen, fertilized a part ot a and money to the value of $150.00
Will
Resume
field and the difference be were taken.
Drilling; Soon
Suspicion fell on a numE. C. Kniffin, general manager of
the fertilized and unfertilized ber of Mexicans,
two of whom were the
Oil
of. the field was so anoarent arrested
Company, expects to
and jailed and will have a start Valley
the drill going again about the
the formers in that vicinity are
The stolen goods were fifteenth.
hearing.
The
has been set
cement
sstatr a considerable amount of the found
They had been
fesWiaer this spring. Lake Arthur hid in by officers.
abcut eight days, and it seems
Dark Canyon near the Mexi- ting
can villas- - of San lose. Carlsbad that in five or six more days that
it should be as hard as it will tret.
current
K. L. Selby, formerly connected
although it takci, more time for it
Arto
with thoJirit National Bank at
harden under water than in the
The Otis
tesia. bought the grocery stock of company is Gin and Warehouse
open. Columbus Courier.
its
for
ground
breaking
Mssvee
buiuvan ust week. Lake teed house, which will be under wav
Actsjsr Timet. .
MCKINLEY
in a short
time. The machinery . will
.
I
Ldc mippca at an tarry aaie, ana tne
J. J. Jaffa received a telegram from housing
it will be readv uoon in Dr. Flannincan the U. S. Vet.rnarian
asoarauunt officials, at Kansas City, arrival atforUtis.
is looking after stock disease, on the
Carlsbad Argus.
Me asking whether or not pasture
Reservation.
He
no serious
ler-tro-m
gojaw to Z5,000 army horses
E. Purdv of Carlsbad Las rant Into contag'ous disease reports
anions? the sheep,
com oe secured in this section. It the chicken business on a larre scale.
up to oate. Oaiiup Independent.
hartstot yet been determined whether having
just established an electric
accessary pasture for this
in
incubator
which
he
olaced
has
Bootleggers Convicted
horses can be secured. Rot- - over 200 eggs.
H. C Whitney, a detective emnloved
made a reoort
by the city authoiit-ies- .
H. H. Tavlor hat tex.d ttic Mi.. of his activities on
and
. a
Wednesday,
a a
t
M
ran noiei at uaniDad for six filed complaints atrainst several of
COLFAX
months and will take nossesslon im. Gallup's bootleggers. The cases were
mediately.
tried before Police Magistrate John
MpAtoesa Severe Oa Uveetewk
Schauer, who assessed fines
T. B. Coleman, an wnnlov.. nf th. from $50 to $200 and six ranging
Tae bis? snowstorm over northern
months
aadW eastern New Mexico last week. Globe Plaster and Mininar comnanr. imprisonment.
at
returned
Globe,
to
In
this
Carlsbad,
cases
heavy
freezing
the
where
the defendants
by.
Hagersaaa Note
J. P. Morgan sold his fine herd of
Hereford cattle last week. They will
where they will be
Rtefortnetherange
production of better cat- tleyi Harrison McKinstry also sold
tw head of his but he intends to
star in the business.
M Yi Monical has disposed of
several head of Hoistcins to farmers
county to be kept as a sup
bum. tor .ne term.
Bqri
The Hamaker Bros, have been loi
tetfta lew sheep since the rain from
reajer indefinite causes.
AlJ. Stevens is rather proud of his
cross bred Persian lambs. Koswell
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you want a real

LIVE AND REUIABI ,E FIRM

To handle a First Class Proposition
which will stand InvestigationWire

Sharpnack
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Recently Located Cutler Field
,
M. Q. Hardin nf
nrd.tiunr
Parks, of Duncin, Ariz., Tom Gar
rett, and Ceo. Sleigh, of San Simon,
located the Cutler
Ariz., recently
field, in the hope of finding oil. They
have some very good signs of oil
all around them. J hey expect to drill
within this month. Cutler is near
Rincon. Lordsburg Liberal.
I

had not been convicted on a similar
charge heretofore, the jail sentence
was suspended dur.ng good behavior,
. ne lonowing
oetendants were
haled before the court on the charge
of bootlegging: Jose Sanchez, Jose
three cases; Hamilton
Martinez,
'Weeks, two cases; George Sojat,
.tnree caset; wilnam Campbell, three
cases: Violet Dun. .w.
...H
John Schwartz, The fines aggregat
ed 2,200.
John Schauer Las served notice on
the bootleggers that in all cases
where a defendant is convicted the
second time, a jail sentence will be
.mpossea in addition to a stiff fine,

0 Santa Fe Street,

(Sb

Co.
El Paso, Texas.
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LADIES WEAR
A Fine Assortment of Ladies Lawn Waists, oil
Coibrs and Sizes, value to $2, Int. Price
Corsets made by leading manufacturers of the
Country, values from $ 1 .28 up, Int.. Price
500 Dainty All Color Dressing Sacks, values up

9flc

98c up
29c

Ladles Black and White Cotton Hose, values up
to 50c, Int. Price

21c

Silk Hose, All Colors, values up to $1.50, Int. Pr
Winter Vests, long sleeves, val. up to $1, Int. Pr
Summer Vests, short sleeves, val. to 35c, Int. Fr
Silk Skirts, All Colors, made by foremost Ladies
Ready to Wear Skirt Manufacturer, values
$12,

Introductory Prices

To the People of Santa Fe

to $1, Int. Price

up to

n

H$

UH INTRODUCTION

AND PRICES WILI
Introductory Prices

Introductory Price

89c
58c
I5u

$6.98

8 Sandoval St.

.and Vicinity:
VV e
operate a chain of stores
Our buying capacity is so large
that we are able to give the
people of Santa Fe bargains
in merchandise never had be--

Poplin Dresses, All Colors and Sizes, values up
nM
to $15, Introductory Price
Satin Petticoats, All Colors, val. to $4.50, Int. Fr 2.29

Shoes, Etc.
tan Shoes, values to $4, Int. Price

Mens Elk, black and

12.89

Mens Dress Shoes, Patent and Gun Metal, values to $4
2.98

Introductory Price
Boys and Girls Shoes, Patent and Gun Metal, values up

2.39

to $4, Introductory Price
Ladies Shoes, Patent and Gun Metal, high and low heels,
values to $5, now

Ladies Shoes, button or lace, values up to $8,
Ladies Oxfords,

-

2.79

Int. Price

1.98

-

Patent and Gun Metal, high and low
1.98

heels, values up to $3, Introductory Price
Ladies Pumps, high and low heels, values to 93.60,

Int Pt

Ladies House Slippers, Introductory Price

2.28
1--

This Sale Will Last

f Cm
Days Introduction

r

SALE
m

Heavy Ribbed Union Suits, values to $3.50,

int. Pr

79c
$1.95

Light Underwear, two piece

33c

U(ht Weight Union Suits

98c

Heavy Blue Work Shirts

93c

Dress Shirts, values to $2.50 now
Silk Hose, All Colors, values up to 75c,

$1.19

Int. Price

39c

Ties, values to 65c, Introductory Price

Hats, values to $5.00, Introductory Price
Cape, values to $2.00, now
Percales, values

Si cants, Introductory Price
Lawns and Sateens at special prices

Man. Wo man

and Child

Come Where the Crowd will Come.
- will
not be Disappointed

Men's Furnishing Goods
Fleeeed Light Underwear, two piece, Int. Price

'7 1

1

25c
$1 43

up
69c

ISc

".

h

v- -

Mens Apparel

w

19th
April
Saturday,
4M"4
Remember the Number and Street

GST

r;.ED. ALARID, Manager

SALE

You

Sale Starts Promptly at 9 O'clock

Ml

Days Introduction

I

Mens Suits, values up to $15, Introductory Price

$89

Mens Suits, values up to $22.50, Price

1898

Mens Wool Suits, valnes to $30, Introductory Price

18.98

Mens Work Pants, values up to $3, Introductory Price
Mens Fine Dress Pants, values up to $4.50,

Int Price

1.9S
,

2.98

Boys Knee Pants, values up to $1.50, Introductory Price

.79

Mens Heavy Weight Overalls, values to $2.50, Int. Price

1.90

Mens Suspenders, Introductory Price

Special Bargain

-

in Ladies and Children Hate

.89

